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INTRODUCTION
Early contact history in New Zealand involved many hard working rugged
European men who came to our shores to work as sealers, flax and timber traders
as well as whalers, and their interaction with Maori who lived in and visited the
areas which they frequented. It is the last of these men, the whalers who provide
the context for this thesis. School history lessons and general New Zealand history
books generally discuss whaling within New Zealand waters. Some provide
enough information to give their audience a general understanding of some aspects
of New Zealand ' s whaling history, while others contain so little that one might
think that whaling had no impact on New Zealand ' s past. However this is not true;
whaling had a significant impact in New Zealand's past and this impact has
continued through to our contemporary society. Whaling had many consequences
within early nineteenth century New Zealand, including the introduction of new
commodities to Maori, such as tobacco, clothing, European tools and muskets
which would all, to some extent, begin to change their traditional way of life.
Interaction between whalers and local Maori brought on cultural changes. This
interaction came in many forms, often through trade, but also the relationships
between Maori women and European whalers. It is these relationships which are
the focus of this thesis.

Relationships between Maori women and European whalers started
occurring when whaling ships began calling on New Zealand shores at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. Often these relationships involved only
fleeting encounters, but still they were the beginning of a trend which would,
within the next forty years, see many shore whalers legally marry Maori women.
This thesis deals with shore whalers who began to arrive in New Zealand during
the late 1820s rather than the earlier deep sea whalers who called on Kororareka in
the Bay of Islands. While deep sea whalers were the first to form relationships with
Maori women they were in many respects different to shore whalers . Shore
whalers were required to stay on shore for months at a time as opposed to a few
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days like deep sea whalers this meant they required different things from Maori
they interacted with. This thesis will look at the relationships and marriages
between European shore whalers from various locations along New Zealand's
coastline and local women from the late 1820s through to 1845, discussing their
role and importance within early New Zealand whaling stations.

When whaling ships called on New Zealand they did so to gain necessities
such as water, wood and food. During these brief visits there was often interaction
between ships crew and Maori. Maori, especially in the upper North Island and
Marlborough Sounds area, had some experience in dealing with foreign visitors
and had established some trading skills. Prior to calls from whaling vessels some
Maori had interacted with European explorers such as Cook and Durville, when
Maori began to learn the benefits of trade. Although Maori along various parts of
New Zealand ' s coastline had been exposed to European culture and technologies,
visits by Europeans had been infrequent and intermittent resulting in limited
cultural change. However, Maori clearly remembered previous European visits and
these experiences helped to shape their interaction with the first whalers . This
thesis will show that the continuing desire of Maori to trade played a vital part in
the establishment, growth and survival of New Zealand's first onshore whaling
stations.

There is much debate amongst historians as to the commencement date and
location of New Zealand ' s first onshore whaling station. Robert McNab
acknowledges that John Guard told Colonel Wakefield on the Tory that he entered
Tory Channel in 1827, however McNab believes that although Te Awaiti was New
Zealand ' s first onshore whaling station whaling did not actually commence until
1829. 1 However, Rhys Richards insists that Preservation Inlet was the first station
preceding Te Awaiti, and was established in either 1828 or 1829. 2 Primary source

1

Robert McNab, The Old Whaling Days: A History of Southern New Zealand from 1830 to 1840,
Christchurch : Whitcombe and Tombs, 1913 , pp.2-3.
2
Rhys Richards, 'Murihiku ' Re-Viewed: A Revised History of Southern New Zealand from 1804 to
1844, Wellington: Te Toa Haeretahi/The Hand-in-Press, 1995, p.49.
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material also offers differing years and locations for New Zealand's first onshore
whaling station. It is difficult to tell from sources now available as to an exact date
and place that shore whaling operations began. Lawrence Rickard claims that
while the year and location that shore whaling commenced 'cannot now be
established with certainty' it is certain that it was either at Preservation Inlet or Te
Awaiti in 1827 or 1829, an opinion that my research supports. 3

Shore whaling stations began appearing along the New Zealand short
period, within two decades of its commencement the industry had virtually died
out, as Rickard notes whaling 'was virtually dead in New Zealand. ' 4 Most stations
began to decline in the late 1830s and by the mid 1840s many whalers had left to
pursue other occupations. During the whaling boom the majority of stations were
located in and around Hawkes Bay on the East Coast of the North Island, Taranaki,
both sides of Cook Strait and the South East of the South Island . This thesis
explores six main areas some of which were home to more than one station. The
areas this thesis focuses on are Waikouaiti, Otakou, the Marlborough Sounds,
Kapiti and Mana Islands, and Mahia. The whaling sites selected as case studies for
this thesis were picked to give an overall view of the role and importance of
intermarriage within shore whaling stations throughout New Zealand; to gain an
overall picture of what happened and why a range of geographical locations were
selected.

Although there was significant whaling activity in the Bay of Islands, this
region has been excluded from this thesis for two main reasons. Kororareka was
3

Lawrence Sandston Rickard, The Whaling Trade in Old New Zealand, Auckland: Minerva, 1965,
pp.54-55. Also see McNab, pp.2-3 - Rev R Taylor states that whaling began at both Preservation
Inlet and Te Awaiti in 1827, however the manager from Preservation Inlet said whaling started
there in 1829. For primary source evidence see- Edward Jemingham Wakefield, Adventure in New
Zealand, Joan Stevens (ed.), Auckland: Viking, 1987, p.16 - States the first shore station in New
Zealand was Te Awaiti in 1827 and Colonel Wakefield, ' Colonel Wakefield's Third Despatch to
the New Zealand Company' in J. Ward, Supplementary Information Relative to New-Zealand:
Comprising Despatches and Journals of the Company's Officers of the First Expedition,
and the First Report of the Directors, London: John W. Parker, 1840, p.27 - also states the first
shore station in New Zealand was Te Awaiti in 1827.
4
Rickards, p. l 08.
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the main port of call for whaling and trading ships from the late eighteenth century
up until the end of the 1830s. During this time deep sea whalers interacted with
local Maori on many levels; one was based on sexual contact. In Kororareka
prostitution became a common form of trade . While relationships were formed
between European whalers and Maori women in this time, these relationships were
predominately one off encounters. This thesis will show that the types of
relationships that formed in New Zealand' s onshore whaling stations were
significantly different to the fleeting sexual encounters which took place in the Bay
of Islands between the crew of deep sea whaling ships and local Maori women.
The second reason for not selecting the Bay of Islands as a location to study in this
thesis is to do with Christianity. The first mission station was established at
Rangihoua in the Bay oflslands in 1814 and another at Kerikeri four years later. 5
Missionaries brought with them ideas and concepts which often appealed to Maori ,
the adoption of these ideals began to change Maori society. The introduction of
Christianity not only changed the lives of many Maori on certain levels it also
influenced other Europeans living within the vicinity of the mission. Once
missionaries had converted Maori to Christianity they were less likely to be
influenced by other Europeans whose ways were at times against the morals of the
church. The widespread influences of Christianity in the Bay of Islands in
comparison to other shore whaling stations along New Zealand' s coast during
there formation and heyday meant interactions between whalers and Maori women
occurred in a different social environment and the results were somewhat different
to what they were in settlements where European ' s had intermarried with Maori
women considerably before the arrival of permanent missionaries. 6

It has already been noted that shore whaling began in New Zealand during

the late 1820s at Te Awaiti in the Marlborough Sounds and at Preservation Inlet.
5

Malcolm McKinnon, Barry Bradley and Russell Kirkpatrick (eds), New Zealand Historical
Atlas- Ko Papatuanuku e Takoto Ne i, Auckland: David Bateman Ltd in association with Historic
Branch: Department oflntemal Affairs, 1997, plate. 2.
6
A lot of research would need to done to make any definite conclusions about the differences in
the developments of whaling stations which had early permanent missionary contact as opposed
to those who had none or very little contact with missionaries.
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John Guard, captaining the Waterloo, encountered Te Awaiti during a storm which
forced him and his crew to take shelter in the Bay while on their way to Sydney.7
During their stay in the sheltered bay Guard noticed some whales not far off shore
and decided that it would be an ideal place to set up a whaling station. When
Guard returned to Sydney he convinced investors Messrs Campbell and Company
who he had shares in the Waterloo with, to invest in building a whaling station
across the Tasman at Te Awaiti. 8 Initially early New Zealand shore whaling
stations were owned by overseas investors, most of whom were based in Sydney.
Investors began to notice financial opportunities that onshore whaling in New
Zealand could provide, and during the early 1830s many began to invest money
into the building and running costs of such stations. The 1830s saw the
establishment of more whaling stations in the Marlborough Sounds and the arrival
of more whalers to work and live within them.9 John Guard established a second
station at Kakapo Bay which became the permanent home for his family in 1832. 10
Jimmy Jackson one of Guard ' s original employees also founded his own station in
a cove he had purchased. 11 These new whaling stations, as well as Guard ' s original
settlement, provide much information about subsequent intermarriage between
European whalers and Maori women.

In 1831 the Weller brothers established a shore whaling station at Te Umu
Kuri . This station, the first to be established on the Otago peninsula, became
7

Alister McIntosh, Marlb orough· A Provincial History, Blenheim : Marlborough Provincial
Historical Committee, 1940, p.20 .
8
Don Grady, Guards of the Sea, Christchurch: Whitcoull s, 1978, pp. 38 and 41 - Grady
comments that little is known about John Guards dealings in Sydney and that it can not be
determined whether Messers Campbell and Company were his employers and/or associates.
McNab, p.38 - also states that Guard may have had as much as a half share in the Waterloo a boat
he captained for many years.
9
The whalers who lived in the Marlborough Sounds area from an early date included , Worser
Heberley, John Nicol, John "Jacky" Love, Richard "Dicky" Barrett, Joseph Toms "Geordie Bolts",
Arthur Elmslie, James Wynen, Billy Bundy, Jock McGregor and Jimmy Jackson. Early stations
included the original at Te Awaiti and one at Kakapo Bay also owned by John Guard; two at
Ocean Bay, one at Tom King's Bay, managed by an American and several at Cloudy Bay. For
more information see Ernest Dieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand. with Contributions to the
Geography, Geology, Botany, and Natural History of that Country, Volume I, London: Murray,
1843 and Christchurch, Capper Press, 1974, pp.62-64.
10
John Guard, Statement taken down from Guard by the Commissioner of Crown Lands (Nelson
31 March 1856) cited in McIntosh, p.23 .
11
E.J Wakefield, p.16.
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known as Otakou. 12 Otakou boomed during the mid-l 830s during which time it
was financially backed by Edward and George Weller's father who was living in
Sydney. Waikouaiti which was based further north on the Otago coastline was
founded by Messrs, Long and Wright of Sydney in 1837 and purchased by John
Jones the following year. 13 Jones turned Waikouaiti into a booming station which
like many others reached its heyday in the late 1830s. Together with Otakou,
Waikouaiti provides information about the role, importance and significance of
intermarriage in southern New Zealand.

Kapiti and Mana Islands which are located just off the western coast of the
lower North Island boasted numerous whaling stations between them. The first
whaling station was established on Kapiti Island in either 1829 or 1830, and the
first on Mana Island in 1832.14 Due to their close proximity to the Marlborough
Sounds many whalers travelled between the areas working on both sides of Cook
Strait. Therefore it is common for whaler's names to appear in local histories of
both areas. These areas were also dominated by one of the most significant figures
in New Zealand history; Te Rauparaha, a name which appears frequently in early
contact literature as well as in this thesis. Te Rauparaha' s role in whaling history is
significant due to his status within Maoridom at the time and his desire to interact
and benefit from Europeans.

The final place included in this research, but which unfortunately contains
the least primary source information, is Mahia Peninsula. The first shore whaling
station was established at Mahia in the late 1830s, up until such time the Peninsula
was still very remote and isolated in comparison to other whaling regions in New
Zealand. The Ward brothers established a shore whaling station at Mahia in 1837

12

Peter Entwisle, The Otago Peninsula, Dunedin: John Mclndoe Limited, 1976, p.22.
Reminiscences of William Haberfield, Evening Star, Dunedin, February 14, 1891 and John
Christie, History of Waikouaiti, Christchurch: Christchurch Press Company, 1929, p.143.
14
Rhys Richards, Pakeha around Porirua before 1840- Sealers, Whalers, Flax Traders and
Pakeha Visitors Before the Arrival of the New Zealand Company Settlers at Port Nicholson in
1840, Wellington: Paremata Press, 2002, p.15 and Ronald William McLean, 'Dicky Barrett:
Trader, Whaler, Interpreter,' M.A . Thesis, University of Auckland, 1994, p.124.
13
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and in the same year Mr. Ellis built another nearby at Waikokopu.15 The Wards
retired after the first season; Mr. Ellis subsequently took over their station. 16 This
thesis will show that intermarriage was as common and important in the
establishment and running of whaling stations in the Mahia area, as it was in other
shore whaling settlements around New Zealand.

Intermarriage is an aspect of whaling history and therefore New Zealand
history which is extremely important in the understanding of our past, and one
which has only had limited research time and literature devoted to it. While much
could be written about intermarriage between early European whalers and local
Maori women within New Zealand this thesis aims to give a general understanding
of this phenomenon and in doing so it seeks to answer five key questions. The first
chapter will cover the reasons and motives for intermarriage between European
whalers and Maori women. This section will look not only at the agendas of the
whalers and the women they formed relationships with, but also those of the chiefs
of the iwi that the women belonged to. It will incorporate ideas such as the whalers
need for protection, companionship and resources, and the Maori desire to have
Europeans amongst them for reasons such as increased trading opportunities.

Chapter one looks at how common intermarriage was within the whaling
stations and the nature of such marriages. First there will be a discussion on the
various types of relationships that developed within the whaling stations between
European whalers and Maori women. Subsequently there will be a discussion on
the nature of such marriages. This section will explore the roles of both the Maori
women and of her family and iwi who were vital players within relationships.
Lastly the role that the whaler himself played will be examined; what did he
contribute to the marriage and what was his role within his marriage and resulting
family.

15

Thomas Lambert, The Story of Old Wairoa and the East Coast, Dunedin: Coulls Somerville
Wilkie Ltd, 1925 , p.366 .
16
ibid .
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Chapter two investigates how important the relationships between
European whalers and Maori women were in the formation, running and survival
of New Zealand's first whaling stations. This section draws upon primary source
material to show how much of a role intermarriage played in the establishment of
the whaling stations. It will look at whether it was easier to establish stations once
intermarriage had begun or whether intermarriage was not a vital necessity. It will
also address issues such as how dependent the stations and extended settlements'
running and survival was on the protection, co-operation and hospitality of not
only the whalers Maori wives but also of all other Maori living within its vicinity.
The ways in which intermarriage benefited the iwi and how this related to the setup and growth of the whaling settlements will also be discussed . This chapter will
demonstrate the benefits intermarriage had to both the whalers and Maori who
lived in and around the onshore stations.

Chapter three looks first at how the missionaries, who visited and later
lived within the whaling stations where the practice of intermarriage had already
become a common occurrence, viewed intercultural marriages and their subsequent
children. I will then discuss how early government officials felt about practices. In
this section the diaries, journals, letters and reports from those who lived in New
Zealand as well as those who visited our shores however briefly will be explored to
discover how outsiders to the whaling settlements viewed the marriages of fellow
Europeans to Maori women . Also the views and opinions that were bestowed on
the children of such relationships and marriages will be assessed . Here it will be
vital to place each person's opinions in context, an issue which will be discussed
later in this introduction.

Chapter four will examine the role intermarriage and subsequent family ties
played in land purchases. This issue is two fold, firstly there will be a discussion
about land purchases made by the whalers themselves and secondly a discussion
about the purchases between land buying agents such as those on the Tory and
Maori such as Te Rauparaha and Te Rangihaeata, principal Maori chiefs at the
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time. The Tory visited New Zealand on behalf of the New Zealand Company, who
planned to colonize the country. The land purchasing agents on the Tory were sent
with the objective of buying as much land as possible, something which this thesis
will show they succeeded in. This chapter will aim to discover whether
intermarriage, and its subsequent family ties, meant iwi were more likely to sell
their land and if so why. It will look at the motives behind Maori selling their land
during the 1830s and up until the mid 1840s and whether whalers ever used their
new found family ties to influence such sales.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There have been many books and journals published internationally which
focus on European interaction with aboriginal people in their homeland. The
majority of the literature on interaction between European workers and traders
with the local inhabitants of the area they were working in comes from North
America. This thesis looks at intermarriage within New Zealand ' s shore whaling
stations only and while it is not a comparative study with any other type of settler
society it is important to acknowledge similar works done internationally.
Internationally the study of intermarriage has gained more attention from
disciplines other than history with geographers, sociologists and feminists
undertaking research in the topic in the past two decades. However as Angela
Wanhalla points out there is a need for more research on Maori women's
experiences of colonization, especially in relation to intermarriage. 17 Sylvia Van
Kirk's Many Tender Ties- Women in Fur-Trade Society, 1670-1870, looks at the
role that women played in the fur-trade society in Western Canada. Van Kirk
shows how Aboriginal and European economic interaction through trade led to
cultural exchanges. Often these exchanges were of the sexual nature, although
intermarriage was seemingly not as common as it was in New Zealand. Van Kirk' s

From "Marrying-In " to "Marrying-Out"- Changing Patterns ofAboriginal/ Non-

17

Angela Wanhalla, 'Transgressing Boundaries: A History of the Mixed Descent Families of
Maitapapa, Taieri, 1830-1940,' PhD Thesis in History, University of Canterbury, 2004, p.25.
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Aboriginal Marriage in Colonial Canada focuses solely on the changing nature of
intermarriage in fur trader society as does her early article The Custom of the
Country :An Examination of Fur Trade Marriage Practices. 18 This thesis provides
a New Zealand comparison too many of Van Kirk's arguments as it too focuses on
intermarriage, and places similar emphasis on the role of indigenous women and
the formation of a culturally distinctive community.

Adele Perry' s On the Edge of Empire - Gender, Race and the Making of
British Columbia, 1849 - 1871, probes the connections between gender, race and
the making of colonial society during British Columbia' s years as a separate
colony. 19 Perry investigates the role and gender with an emphasis on the male
homosocial culture that developed and on Aboriginal women and their role in the
society. 20 Although this thesis researches a period before Perry' s work, in a
location on the opposite side of the world, it shows that many of the cultural
exchanges occurring in British Columbia also occurred in New Zealand. Lynette
Russell ' s Colonial Frontiers - Indigenous-European Encounters in Settler
Societies focuses on 'the formation and structure of cross-cultural encounters and
the formation of frontiers and boundaries'. 2 1 Colonial Frontiers provides a series
of chapters most of which are focused on British settler colonies and in doing so
'stresses indigenous agency, and (re) action '. 22 This thesis helps to provide a New
Zealand comparison and parallel to the North America histories of European and
American Indian interaction and those of the other British colonies. Various
academic articles deal with the issues of intermarriage between Europeans and
indigenous people. For example, the American feminist journal Frontiers

18

Sylvia Van Kirk, 'From "Marrying-In" to "Marrying-Out" - Changing Patterns of Aboriginal /
Non-Aboriginal Marriage in Colonial Canada', Frontiers, 23:3 (2002) and Sylvia Van Kirk,
"'The Custom of the Country": An Examination of Fur Trade Marriage Practices' in Bettina
Bradbury (ed .), Canadian Family History: Selected Readings, Toronto: Copp Clark Pittman, 1992,
pp.67-92.
19
Adele Perry, On the Edge of Empire: Gender, Race and the Making of British Columbia, 18491871, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 200 l.
20
ibid, p.3 .
21
Lynette Russell, 'Introduction' , in L. Russell (ed .), Colonial Frontiers - Indigenous-European
Encounters In Settler Societies, Manchester: Manchester University Press, 200 I, p. l .
22
ibid, p.4.
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dedicated an entire issue to the subject of intermarriage and contains one article
which refers to the interracial marriage between a Maori female and Irish male. 23

Little has been written about intermarriage in pre-colonial New Zealand,
this thesis will show that marriage between whalers and local women was common
even though such unions receive only passing remarks from historians of New
Zealand's past. Although a largely ignored area, historians agree there is room for
a lot ofresearch to be done in this field. 24 James Belich sees the role of Maori
women in the whaling era as part of a sex industry which helped form a basis of
trade stating the whalers ' role in bringing Europe to Maori remains to be fully
explored' .25 Michael King notes that the role of Maori women has been given little
attention. 26 One of the aims of this thesis is to contribute to and expand upon what
has been written about intermarriage within New Zealand during the whaling era.

Angela Wanhalla's PhD thesis focuses on intermarriage patterns with the
lower South Island at the small Kai Tahu community of Maitapapa located on the
banks of the Taieri River. Wanhalla argues that 'it is the indigenous women whom
these transient men entered into relationships with who are invisible in the
historiography' , then stated 'The historiography of intermarriage in New Zealand
has largely ignored or marginalized the stories of indigenous women' .27 Despite a
lack of recorded information from the Maori wives in the area's this thesis focuses
on, I have tried to draw out the role of the Maori women within the whaling

23

Patricia Grimshaw 'Interracial marriage and colonial regimes in Victoria and Aotearoa/New
Zealand,' Frontiers, 23 :3, (2002), pp.12-28.
24
Binney, Judith, ' "In-Between" Lives: studies from within a colonial society' in Tony
Ballantyne and Brain Moloughney (eds), Disputed Histories Imagining New Zealand 's Past,
Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2006, p.93 - states little has been written about the individuals
of mixed Maori and European decent or their parents. Erik Olssen, 'Families and the Gendering of
European New Zealand in the Colonial Period, 1840-80', in Caroline Daley and Deborah
Montgomerie (eds), The Gendered Kiwi, Auckland: Auckland University Press, 1999, p.40 noted that mixed marriages in New Zealand remain a largely understudied issue.
25
James Belich, Making Peoples, Auckland: Penguin Books, 1996, p. 138.
26
Michael King, The Penguin History of New Zealand, Auckland: Penguin Books, 2003, pp. 122123.
27
Wanhalla, p.5.
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settlements as much as possible and hopefully historians and other researchers will
continue to do so in the future.

Prior to Wanhalla's thesis there has been only one study focused entirely on
intermarriage between early European sealers and whalers and Maori women in
New Zealand. Atholl Anderson's Race Against Time looked at intermarriage in and
28

around Southland from 1799 to 1840. Anderson's study provides interesting data
on the number of intermarriages and the subsequent growth of the mixed race
population. Anderson shows that 140 men, most of whom were white, founded
mixed decent families in Southern New Zealand in forty years.29 Kate Riddell also
researched intermarriage on the New Zealand frontier, one of the frontiers she
looked at was the whaling settlements. 30 While Riddell ' s research is limited to the
North Island she makes some valid points and acknowledges the need for further
31
·
·
researc h on mtermarnage.

There are numerous New Zealand history books that look at the roles and
lives of early European whalers who either visited or made homes along New
Zealand ' s coastline. There are also books that are dedicated to the European
women who lived in the early whaling stations. 32However there are no books
dedicated to the lives of Maori women who were married to early European
whalers. Family histories and bibliographies which cover families such as the
Barretts, Guards, Jacksons and Heberleys provide some interesting details on the
original whalers who helped establish, build and run various whaling stations
throughout New Zealand. There have been several well-written historical studies
which look at the early European occupation of Maori land in specific locations
and the interaction between these European whalers, sealers and traders and the
28

Atholl Anderson, Race Against Time , Dunedin: Hocken Lecture, 1990.
ibid, p . l.
3
Kate Riddell, ' A "Marriage" of the Races? Aspects oflntermarriage, Ideology and
Reproduction on the New Zealand Frontier' , MA Thesis in History, Victoria University, 1996.
31
Ibid, pp.14-15.
32
For example Joan Druett, Petticoat Whalers: Whaling Wives at Sea, Auckland: Collins, 1991
and Airini Elizabeth Woodhouse, Tales of Pioneer Wom en I collected by the Wo men's Institutes of
New Zealand; with forewords by A.E. Jerome Spencer and Amy G. Kane, Christchurch:
Whitcombe and Tombs, 1940.
29

°
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local Maori population. 33 In early New Zealand histories there had been a longstanding debate amongst historians on the impact of whalers on Maori society.
Missionaries believed whalers were agents of the fatal impact and their views
comprise much of the source material used by historians thus creating a strong bias
in the literature. 34 Harry Morton ' s The Whales Wake, which is the most in-depth
account of whaling communities New Zealand wide provides some information on
interracial relationships but fails to understand the importance of intermarriage
within these communities. 35 Gallagher's thesis, New England Whalers and The

Maori Economic Frontier, points out that Morton underestimates both the scope of
Maori and whalers interaction and its effects on future New Zealand. 36 Trevor
Bentley' s Pakeha Maori looks at the role of Europeans who were adopted into
Maori tribes in the period between 1799 and 1840. 37 Bentley shows that these
" Pakeha Maori" were often involved in whaling. Bentley' s study investigates the
life and roles of Jacky Love and Dicky Barrett who lived with Taranaki based Te
Ati Awa before they moved to the Marlborough Sounds and joined Guard ' s
whaling station. Bentley claims that cross-cultural interaction and cultural change
was a two-way process involving both Europeans and Maori, an idea supported by
prominent New Zealand historians such as Salmond, Belich and King. 38 Paul
Monin looks at interracial relationships in the Hauraki area from the 1830s and
addresses the issue of Maori wanting their own Pakeha, a phenomenon which will
be looked at in the first chapter of this thesis.39 While the study of intermarriage
between early European whalers and Maori women is slowly beginning to be
addressed in historical literature it still remains a largely understudied area. This
33

For example Athol Anderson, The Welcome of Strangers - An Ethnohistory of Southern Maori
1650-1 850, Dunedin, University of Otago Press, 1998 and Peter Entwisle, Behold the Moon - The
European Occupation of the Dunedin District 1770-1 848, Dunedin: Port Daniel Press, 1998 and
Paul Monin, This Is My Place, Wellington: Bridget Williams Books, 2001 and Wanhalla.
34
T.M Gallagher, 'New England Whalers and the Maori Economic Frontier, 1815-1840: A
Research Essay,' Masters Thesis in History, Victoria University, 1994, p.2.
35
Harry Morton, The Whales Wake, Dunedin: Mcindoe for the University of Otago Press, 1982,
p .250.
36
Gallagher, p.2.
37
Trevor Bentley, Pakeha-Maori, Auckland, Penguin Books, 1999, p.9.
38
Ibid, p.10 and Belich, Making Peoples and Michael King, The Penguin History of New Zealand,
Auckland: Penguin Books, 2003 and Anne Salmond, Between Worlds, Early Exchanges Between
Maori and Europeans 1773 - 1815, Auckland: Penguin Books, 1997.
39
Monin, p.92.
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thesis aims to expand on and contribute new knowledge to what is already known
about intermarriage and such relationships. Inevitably it will still leave many gaps
which hopefully will one day be further addressed by researchers, writers and
students of New Zealand history.

SOURCES

There is a lot of secondary literature on whaling within New Zealand
waters some of which is very informative and well researched . The works of
McNab, Morton and Entwisle to name a few provide information and
interpretations that I have used in this thesis . The best primary sources available on
whaling in New Zealand during the mid 1840s comes from Edward Jerningham
and Colonel William Wakefield, as well as Ernst Dieffenbach, all of whom visited
on the Tory, their accounts provide considerable information for this research.
There are also a number of diaries, journals and ships ' logs that recorded events in
this era which provide commentaries on the way of life which the writers observed
and sometimes participated in. Unfortunately all of the diaries and letters from
participants in the whaling stations come from the European men. Most Maori
women were illiterate at the time and did not leave any written records of their
experiences in the settlements and as the wives of the European whalers. There is
also considerable information available from missionaries at the time who visited
and later lived and worked within the stations. Unfortunately the diaries, journals
and letters left by missionaries and other early visitors can be somewhat biased and
superficial at times and researchers must read their words within the context that
they were written. As Rickard states' It must be confessed that the shore whalers
have not on the whole come off well at the hands of the chroniclers of early New
Zealand, and historians have tended to repeat their verdicts' something which
historians must now try to undo. 40
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This thesis shows the role and importance of intermarriage within early
New Zealand whaling stations. It demonstrates how European whalers, Maori
women and chiefs each had their own motivations for wanting these relationships
to form . Many of these motivations were based on economic purposes. This thesis
also demonstrates that although these relationships were not official marriages in
the European sense they were still marriages in every other way. The marriages
themselves and the subsequent children were often praised by visitors to the
stations. Some of these European visitors and whalers alike sought to use the
marriages to their advantage when wanting to purchase land off local Maori.
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CHAPTER ONE : INTERMARRIAGE - WHY, WHEN AND
WHERE?
This chapter begins by discussing the nature of pre-contact Maori marriage
practices. It is important to understand such marriage practices as it gives an
insight into subsequent Maori-whaler intermarriages. The term "intermarriage" is
the basis of this thesis so the next section defines exactly what it means within this
research. This is followed by a section which looks at the reasons why whalers
chose to marry Maori women, and explores notions such as sex, companionship,
trade opportunities and protection. The subsequent discussion looks at the motives
of the Maori women, their families and tribes to which they belonged. Here the
thesis discusses ideas such as the "my Pakeha" phenomenon, love, trading desires
and protection from enemy tribes. The final part of this chapter investigates how
common intermarriage and other relationships were within the whaling stations
and the nature of such relationships and marriages. It will show how such
relationships often changed overtime with informal unions often becoming legal
unions upon the arrival of missionaries in the area.

In order to understand the marriages that took place between Maori women
and European whalers it is necessary to look at traditional Maori marriage
practices. In pre-European times there were three different levels within Maori
society; chiefs, commoners and slaves.41 Each level of society had different
practices when it came to marriage. Among common people and slaves, marriage
contained no or very little ceremony. 42 Papakura stated that if a commoner couple
fell in love, their parents were consulted, and if there was no opposition, the man
took the girl to his parent's home, where they consummated their marriage.

43

Although there may have been no ceremony, the marriage was considered binding
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simply because the couple had slept together.

44

Biggs stated that public acceptance

and recognition of the cohabitation was the vital feature of a marriage. 45 While
sexual freedom was common in Maori society, Eldred-Grigg stated there was
' clearly a social distinction between the liaisons of young lovers and the
acceptance of a couple as man and wife. ' 46

Marriage practices between the chiefly class, or rangatira, were more
formal and ceremonial than those of the lower classes. Best claimed that within the
higher class there was a form of "aristocratic marriage," during which a certain
ritual was repeated over the couple. 47 Marriages between members of the chiefly
class involved a hui/large gathering and were followed by a feast . The marriage
rite and customs were performed by the elders of the man and woman .48 The
marriages themselves were not arranged by the couple's parents; instead they were
the responsibility of the couple ' s brothers, sisters and other members of the hapu. 49
All marriages required the careful and deliberate arrangement of the hapu;
otherwise they could be viewed as not having been properly arranged. so

While most marriages were love matches, within the chiefly class they
were also important for political and social reasons. It was desirable for Maori to
marry within the hapu although marriages with the tribe and between two tribes
were not uncommon.51 Best stated that marriages between different tribes were
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political and usually for peace-making reasons.52 Within the chiefly class there was
an even higher rank that was bestowed upon some women. The chiefs first born
daughter was called a puhi; she was considered tapu and did not perform the same
tasks as other Maori women.
she had no say it the matter.

53

54

A high ranking husband was chosen for a puhi and

Best describes the role and life of a puhi,

Having been made a puhi for the aggrandisment of her family and the clan
generally, she was provided with several female attendants, some of whom
would be girls about her own age. She was not allowed to perform any
heavy labour, such as fell to the lot of women generally, but might employ
herself in light work, such as weaving the finer class of garments. She
performed no menial tasks, such as cooking, and, in some cases, a special
house was assigned to her and her companions. Such young women were the
patrician ladies of the clan, but there would be very few such in any tribe.
They were highly respected and deferred to, and were sometimes long in
marrying, so particular were the people about the selection of suitable
husbands for them. When good-looking women they were much sought after,
and young men, singly or in parties, came from distant parts in order to see
them and endeavour to find favour in their eyes.
Should such a young woman fall from grace, the custom was to reduce her
to the ranks, as it were, when she would no longer be a puhi, though
retaining her rank as chieftainess and a participator in ritual observances. 55
It seems probable that some whalers would have married women who were puhi,

although no records have survived to indicate whether this was the case. This
chapter will show that many whalers married high ranking Maori women, who
were often the daughters of chiefs. European whalers were often chosen to marry
women of status. These marriages helped form strong alliances between Europeans
and Maori chiefs, who especially in early years wanted to have their own Pakeha.
Although titled ' Intermarriage: Its Role and Importance within Early New
Zealand Shore Whaling Stations', this thesis does not just look at formal marriages
as practiced in the Victorian world, it also looks at short and long term
relationships which commonly formed within the whaling settlements. As Riddell
52
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states 'Intermarriages is not intended to imply any sense ofrigid Victorian
marriage patterns. In fact on New Zealand's colonial frontier, "intermarriage"
could and did mean many different things .' 56 Wanhalla states that 'In the first
decades of encounter ... intermarriage shifted from customary marriage on Kai
Tahu terms to western ceremonies conducted by a missionary.' 57 Wanhalla then
states that international scholarship 'reveals that intermarriage can be understood
on a number of levels: as an illicit informal union; a brief union that produces a
child or children of mixed descent; as a marriage undertaken for economic
purposes and by the customs of the indigenous peoples of that region, that can be
either short or long-term; or as a legal marriage contract undertaken within the
confines of the missionary station of the church.' 58 This thesis, along with
Riddell ' s and Wanhalla' s work, shows that there were principally two types of
intermarriage within early nineteenth century New Zealand: the first, Maori
controlled, whereby European men married Maori women and entered into their
family and tribe; the latter whereby Maori women married European men
according to the laws of the church. While it is the informal marriages that were
established without proper ceremony and those that were conducted by a
missionary which are the main focus of this thesis, the more casual encounters will
also be looked at as these often resulted in children and sometimes led to more
formal and long term arrangements. Although not always noticeable immediately,
these short and long term relationships which occurred in the whaling era between
Maori women and European men would forever change traditional Maori life.

When deep sea whaling ships began calling on Northland for trading and
sealing purposes during the early nineteenth their crew often engaged in sexual
relations with local women; this was a common practice at ports around the world.
Initially these sexually encounters were limited to one or two encounters as a ships
time near land was minimal, often just long enough to repair any damages and to
56
57
58
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gain fresh supplies. Many visitors found Maori 'sexually seductive' and 'The sight
of naked Maoris was often followed by sexual liaisons. ' 59 These sexual encounters
were encouraged by local chiefs who soon turned the practice into profit, using
their women sex in a form of sex-trade - an economic enterprise. Morton suggests
that guns were often exchanged for girls and that even ' The mighty Hongi
prostituted his niece, taking her from the Mission Station to do so, and another
chief even prostituted his wife. ' 60 Henry Williams noted that ships girls were
' urged by their parents and relatives. The captains and crews offer them that which
to a New Zealander is irresistible-muskets, powder and oil. ' 61 Although he, along
with other missionaries, clearly condemned such practices, stating ' The conduct of
our countrymen in this respect is shocking: they are destroyers to this people, both
soul and body.' 62 Another church missionary gives an even harsher account during
his first visit to the North Island in 1834, ' The unhappy females subject to such
degradation, are, for the most part, slaves; and the miserable hire of their
prostitution is given up to their masters. Occasionally the wages of their iniquity is
deemed too small, and they often have to receive another kind of payment from
their enraged proprietors, in blows, kicks, and even death itself. ' 63 It must be
remembered that while prostitution was common in the Bay oflslands,
missionaries words were often the harshest of all accounts, and due to their
religious beliefs and values, they must be analysed carefully and not taken
completely at face value.

When Europeans began to reside on New Zealand shores for longer periods
of time, they began to form longer and more formal relationships with Maori
women. This next section will look at the motivations behind whalers wanting to
form more permanent relationships with Maori women. As discussed above the
first type of contact between early European whalers and Maori women frequently
59
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involved sexual relations. Initially very few European women lived in the whaling
stations and as a result whalers had to look to Maori women for female
companionship. 64 The whalers consisted of a bunch of rough, rugged, hard
working men who were often ships runaways, ex-sealers or traders, currency lads,
or sometimes ex-convicts. 65 These shore whalers were often at sea for months
before arriving in New Zealand, unable to escape life on the boat, which was often
unsavoury to even to the most hardened of men. It is easy to understand why under
64
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such circumstances that ships men would chose to abandon that lifestyle in favour
of shore based whaling, even though the stations were primitive in early years and
they often ran out of even the most basic of supplies. 'At one time the natives were
so ill-provided with potatoes and other provisions, that the white adventurers
subsisted on whale's flesh and wild turnip tops' .66 Once whalers began living
onshore they were surrounded by Maori who were either living where the stations
were established or who came from nearby areas to trade, work and live amongst
the Europeans.67 Whalers enjoyed the company of Maori women and it seems
likely that some of the friendships they formed with the friendly locals would have
turned into intimate relationships. 68 The whalers need for companionship is one
reason that relationships and marriage formed between Maori women and
themselves.

The commencement of each new whaling season, which ran from May
through to October, saw the arrival of new whalers. The start of the season
involved a lot of preparation. E.J. Wakefield recalled:
A very important one [preparation] was the providing the whole party with
native wives for the season. Those men who had remained during the
summer were generally provided with a permanent companion, among
whose relations they had been living, either in perfect idleness, or employed
in cultivating a small patch of land, or buying pork and potatoes from the
natives and selling them again for goods to the ships which touched on the
coast. But the men who returned regularly with the oil to Sydney, or were
then entering on their first season, went with such of their comrades as were
well known by the natives to the different villages in the neighbourhood, for
the purpose of procuring a helpmate during the season. Regular bargains
were struck between the experienced headsman or boat-steerer and the
relations of the girls selected and in most cases the bargains were punctually
adhered to. In cases where the wife was negligent or slow to learn her duties
of cooking, clothes-mending, and washing, the uncle or father would often
take away the delinquent and bring another more fitted to perform his part of
66
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the bar gin[ sic.]. The whaler's part consisted in a payment made on the
completion of the bargin [sic.], and in certain degree of indulgence to the
begging visits of his relations during the season. This provision appears to
be looked upon as a necessary one by the headsman; and doubtless
contributes much to the cleanliness, steadiness, and good order of the men .
The duty of the wahine is to get up an hour before daybreak; cook the
breakfast and arrange what her lord means to take in the boat, which ought
to start before the day; wash and mend his clothes; keep the house in order;
prepare his supper for his return. Then upon her reposes the task of granting
hospitality to the traveler while the master of the house is away. 69
Clearly the idea of having a helpmate was an important reason for
European whalers ' in choosing to form relationships with Maori women. Guard
used the promise of a helpful wife to help lure Worser Heberley to Te Awaiti,
telling him that at Te A waiti the men just whale and the native women do all the
other work. 70 Whalers generally worked from dawn to dusk seven days a week in
physically demanding job so they needed someone else to help around the house;
to wash their clothes, to clean the house and prepare and cook their meals.
However not all Maori wives were effective helpmates but it is clear that Tuckett' s
remarks that ninety-nine out of a hundred Maori women were no help to a civilized
man, was a clear exaggeration as most other visitors report on to the contrary. 71 It
appears that Maori women were simply replaced if they were not performing
household duties to her European partner's standard. Edward Wakefield noted that
the partner of a European whaler could be replaced by another with the
cooperation of her uncle or father. 72 This indicates that intermarriages often began
as a commercial arrangement between the European whaler and the family of the
Maori women who was to become his permanent partner. The whaler's part in this
commercial agreement consisted of a payment to the new partner's family which
was made at the completion of the bargain. 73
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Another reason many European whalers chose Maori wives was to gain
easier access to resources and even to land on which to live and establish stations
upon. The thesis investigates the issue of obtaining land in detail in chapter four so
will be left for now. When whaling stations first became established, many lacked
provisions, such as food and timber, and relied heavily upon Maori for such
necessities. Although trade was established, whalers got better deals and were less
likely to be taken advantage of if they traded with the tribes that they had married
into. Many whalers also began to use their new families ' land to grow vegetables
for their own consumption as well as trade. Tuckett recorded that in Otago ' The
European residents are chiefly engaged in the whale fishery, but each appears to
pay some attention to cultivation' .74 Similarly at Te Awaiti Colonel William
Wakefield noted that ' The less thrifty pass their summers in small cultivation of
spots they have taken possession of, with the tacit consent of their natives; and the
improvident boat-men await the renewal of their dangerous and exciting
occupation, depending on the families of the native women, who live with them,
for fish and potatoes' .75 It is clear that European whalers were dependent on their
Maori families either for the use of their land to grow vegetables on, or for access
to their supplies.

Whalers in the early years especially needed protection and this need would
have been an influential factor in their decision to take Maori wives. Morton
claims that ' The whaleman ' s protection was based on his marriage to a Maori
girl ' ,76 this was especially true during periods of inter-tribal war. These wars were
still a common occurrence during the 1830s and are frequently referred to in
whaling literature. William Wakefield noted 'At different periods, natives from
Otago and the neighbourhood invaded the Sound, in hostility of the Nyatiawa tribe,
and indiscriminately burned and destroyed the houses and boats of all the residents.
One Englishman, now here, who had lived occasionally apart from his countrymen,
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has had no less than four houses burned at various times.' 77 Similar losses also
occurred at Otakou in 1834 when a party of about five hundred Maori arrived from
Cloudy Bay and began to harass the Europeans who lived at the station. 78 However
it must be noted that whalers themselves were usually left unharmed by raiding
parties. In 1868, a story appeared in the Hawkes Bay Herald which said when
Captain William Ellis established a whaling station there in 1837 'Most of the
whites had each a domestic establishment with an aboriginal lady at the head of it,
and the good old plan of having a pet chief who took you in charge and, whilst
plundering you himself, preserved you from others'. 79 Whalers usually took their
wives with them for protection when travelling around the coastline just in case
they stumbled upon unfriendly natives. William Wakefield wrote 'One of the
principal means of safety, at present, to wandering Europeans taking up their
abodes here, is a quasi marriage with a native female. Our two guests brought their
wives with them as a matter of course, and of safety amongst any natives they
might meet' .80

John 'Jacky' Love and Richard 'Dicky ' Barrett lived at Nga Motu in
Taranaki with their Maori wives, and whi le they relied on their tribe 's protection
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they also fought alongside them against attacking Waikato tribes.81 Love and
Barrett were both married to highborn Te Ati Awa women whom they took along
with their extended family to Te Awaiti around 1833 .82 Love was married to
Mereruru Te Hikanui from Ngati Te Whiti hapu and Barrett' s wife was known as
Rawinia or Waikawa from Ngati Rahiri and Ngati Marn hapu .83 Unfortunately
very little is known about Mereruru and Rawinia although their descendants make
up some of the largest families in New Zealand today. Although Love and Barrett
fought alongside their wives tribes when they lived as Pakeha Maori, most whalers
did not participate in intertribal wars however they were at times the targets of
raiding parties, but more commonly simply in the way of invading iwi.

As shown above, there were various reasons and motives for the whalers'
desire to have Maori wives. The next section of this chapter will look at the other
side of the equation: why Maori women and their families wanted such marriages
to take place. It is difficult to make many conclusions about why Maori women in
the early nineteenth century would have chosen European whalers as husbands
because very little information about such women has survived. The lack of
primary source information helps explain why historians have said little about this.
It does seem from looking at future relationship patterns that on the whole Maori
women were not fearful of or hateful towards the whalers. As Rickard claims, 'It
is perfectly clear the unions of the shore whalers and Maori girls were on an
altogether different basis from the casual liaisons formed at the Bay of Islands and
other places where the whaling ships called. '
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While Rickard makes a valid point,

these liaisons must be acknowledged as they provide the background for what
happened along New Zealand ' s coastline in subsequent years.
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Wanhalla's thesis looked at the marriages between two Kai Tahu women,
Patahi and Koronaki/Caroline Brown and European men living at Taieri in the
early nineteenth century which gives an insight into the thoughts and motives of
these Maori women. High-born Maori women at the time often chose their
husbands, and it is probable that many of them chose to marry European whalers.
Wanhalla argues' There are numerous examples of high-born women amongst iwi
in the whaling and trading era of the North Island choosing Pakeha partners such
as the "love match" between Moengaroa of Te Hikutu and Hokianga trader
Frederick Maning' .85 Undoubtedly many Maori women were in love with the
whalers they picked as husbands but there were also other more practical reasons
why European whalers made good husbands.

Traditionally Maori women worked hard: they were involved in the
cultivation and gathering of food , caring for their children, elderly members of the
hapu, as well as those wounded in intertribal wars as well as every day tasks.86
However, when Maori women began working as prostitutes they helped generate
an income for their iwi which brought far greater benefits to their chiefs. The
women themselves would have seen the economic benefits that their alliances with
ships' crews would have for their iwi. These economic benefits would have been a
factor in Maori choosing to form long term relationships and marriages with
European whalers. Although whalers' wives were required to work hard in and
around the house, one might argue that their role as a wife to a European was less
demanding and physically easier than it would have been if they were married to
another Maori.
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Historians have written little about why Maori women chose to marry
European whalers. Millar notes 'Unlike European tradition, Maori descent can be
traced ambilinearly, that is, through either male or female. By marrying a
European, a Maori, therefore, did not lose her tribal inheritance, but also gained
access to European goods. ' 87 The reality that Maori women still retained their
authority and place within their iwi would have been an important factor in
deciding whether to take a European husband, because even if something might go
wrong in their marriage they would still retain their place within the iwi. The
children of Maori women and the white whalers too 'were always accepted by the
rest of the tribe as of the same high rank as their mother.' 88 The unconditional
acceptance of their children by the iwi, whether they were fathered by another
Maori or by a European, is another reason that would have influenced the Maori
women ' s decision in taking a European husband.

Many high-born Maori women married European headsmen or station
managers which indicates these women wanted to have status in both cultures.
According to Rickard, 'In the eyes of a Maori girl, a whaler was an excellent
match'. 89 Another factor which would have undoubtedly influenced the decision to
take a European whaler as a husband was the encouragement from the women's
family, iwi and chief, whose motivations will be looked at below. As has been
shown, it is difficult to make any firm conclusions about why Maori women would
have chosen European husbands although factors such as easier access to goods, a
physically less demanding role as a wife, still being able to retain their position
within the iwi, and support from their family, would have all been influential in
their decision making.

It has been demonstrated that Maori chiefs were more than willing to allow
their tribe's women to participate in sexual relationships with ships crew members
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and that the chiefs often encouraged such practices as they brought huge economic
benefits to them and their iwi . Through the prostitution of their women, Maori
gained access to goods at a speed never seen before. Usually commodities such as
muskets, tobacco, tools and blankets were used as payment but actual currency
also became a popular payment method in some areas .90 Initially in the Bay of
Islands chiefs prostituted slaves to visiting whaling crews but within a few years
husbands and fathers began prostituting their wives and daughters 9 1 as they too
were eager to reap economic rewards of such transactions. However as
Dieffenbach recorded, for chiefs, selling their women was the easiest way of
getting commodities but 'parents, relations, and the females themselves, are very
anxious to unite in legal matrimonial ties with the whites' .92 Anderson points out
that 'the daughters or nieces of prominent chiefs generally became partners of
Europeans who stood out in some way . .. in the game of who was who it is virtually
axiomatic that there were few commoners and absolutely no slaves '. 93 This shows
that while chiefs would let any of their women engage in sexual relations with
foreign men, they would only let the higher ranking women marry such men. A
possible reason for only allowing high ranking women to marry whalers was that
the chief wanted to be able to control the whaler something which would have
been easier to do when they were closely related .

The idea of controlling or having some control over the whalers can be
traced back to the arrival of the first Europeans who lived within Maori
communities as Pakeha-Maori. During the early nineteenth century many chiefs
wanted their own Pakeha as they could appreciate the benefits of having a
European living amongst them. Most historians refer to this as the "my Pakeha"
phenomenon. Lambert claims that a Pakeha was essential to every Maori
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settlement in the early whaling days, who 'was the property of the chief and his
tribe and regarded as a thing specially sent for their benefit. He was subjected to
pressure whenever the necessities of the chief or his subordinates made it desirable
that a portion of his substance should pass into their hands. He was never
thoroughly plucked, but was systematically blackmailed.' 94 Cawthorn stated that
the provision of wives was a way of ' binding the whalers by "marriage" to the
local tribe. This arrangement was usually carried out through consultation with the
chief. ' 95 Maori chiefs wanted Pakeha for trading as well as protection reasons. By
having Pakeha whalers amongst them Maori gained easier access to goods they
were becoming accustomed to, thus providing a reason for why the chiefs would
want whalers to marry into their iwi. Maori often acted as protectors for the
whalers, but the whalers themselves also added to the military strength of the tribe
which they lived amongst by providing muskets and at times fighting alongside
them.96 Muskets were much more lethal and gave their owners a means of survival
in battles; the advantage muskets provided was so great that chiefs were willing
especially in early days to do almost anything to get their hands on them .
Supplying whalers with Maori wives also encouraged calm within the stations and
ensured good relations between Maori men and the Europeans. By supplying the
whalers with wives the chiefs ensured that the white men ' did not impinge on
existing tribal marriages. ' 97 Maori men, and especially chiefs, encouraged
intermarriage between their women and European whalers for various reasons.
Riddell points out; Maori men must have seen greater benefits in the marriages of
their women to white men than they did in the loss of female resources and
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fertility. 98 While Riddell's claim does have some merit it must be restated that
because Maori accepted half-caste children into their tribe there was at least
initially no real loss of fertility within the tribe.

The marriages between European whalers and Maori women consisted of
numerous types of relationships which changed over the whaling era. The
relationships between deep sea whalers and Maori women living in the Bay of
Islands typically involved just one or two encounters. However as permanent shore
stations began to emerge the relationships which formed between local Maori and
European whalers became more permanent alliances. As discussed above, at the
start of the whaling season, new whalers were matched up with a Maori partner; a
woman who would stay with them throughout the season and usually remained
near the station during the off season waiting for her husband to return . After
working for one or two seasons, it became common for the whaler to remain in
New Zealand over the summer. During the summer the whaler often lived with his
wife's family . Both the Maori women and her European partner took the
permanent relationships they forged seriously. As Millar states ' A marriage in the
Cook Strait area was entered into by the Europeans with all the foresight normal in
their traditionally arranged marriages.' 99 It was not just in and around Cook Strait
that marriages were seen by both husband and wife as a real , genuine unions, this
was true throughout New Zealand.

Many whalers took Maori wives and should the wife die, it was common
for the whaler to take another, something their tribe encouraged. Although little is
known about the Maori wives themselves their names and family ties are known
and it is important that they are recognized when discussing intermarriage. As
discussed the wives of Barrett and Love were Mereruru and Rawinia/Waikaiwa
both high-born Te Ati Awa women. John Guard was the only whaler living in the
Marlborough Sounds who had a European wife in the first few years, Betty J?-almer,
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who was only a teenager when she came to New Zealand to live at Te Awaiti. 100
Those who took Maori wives included Joseph Thoms who married Te Ua
Torikiriki, the daughter ofNgati Toa chiefNohorua and Te Wainokenoke and the
niece of Te Rauparaha; 101 James Wynen who married Kuika (Rangiawa), who was
known as 'Squeaker' to the whalers, 102 and Arthur Elmslie who married Erihapeti
Pouakai, the daughter of a prominent Ngati Koata chief. 103 Within Kapiti and
Mana Island's whaling communities, whaler John Nichol married Kahe Te O Te
Rangi, the daughter on Ngati Toa chief Te Matoha;
ofNgati Toa chief Tungia's daughters;

105

104

Thomas Evans married one

George Stubbs married Metapere

Waipunahau, the daughter of Rangihiroa and a chieftainess of both Ngati Toa and
Te Ati Awa;
woman;

107

106

William Jenkins married Paeroke a high ranking Te Ati Awa

Robert Jillett married Aomarere from Ngati Raukawa: 108 Jock

McGregor married Hinekawa the daughter ofNgati Kuia ChiefTutepourangi 109
and John Stenton Workman married Kokoriti Rewhanga a Ngati Kahungunu
chieftainess. 11 0 At Mahia John Greening married Victoria Te Hei; 111 John
Anderson took Peti Karotapapa as his wife, 112 and William Bartlett married
Takotohiwi.
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Little is known about the Maori wives ofMahia's early European
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whalers. 114 However it is likely that they were directly related to the local chiefs. 115
At Waikouaiti Steve Smith was married to Kuti. 116 At Otakou, Edward Weller
married chief Tahatu's daughter, Paparu, and upon her death he married Nikuru, a
daughter of well known chief, Taiaroa. 117 It is clear from looking at the marriages
of some of the most well known and influential whalers of the 1830s that European
whalers married the high ranking women of the local iwi. These marriages and
subsequent family alliances helped to shape New Zealand society at the time and
still now the descendants of some of these marriages live close to the old whaling
stations.

The journals, diaries and reports of the whalers themselves, missionaries
and visitors to New Zealand give examples of the nature of the marriages between
Maori women and foreign whalers. However, the absence of recorded information
from Maori women means that it is difficult to make conclusions about how they
felt about their husbands and the nature of their marriages to European whalers. It
appears that whalers generally treated their Maori wives well. According to Polack
violence within such marriages was very rare. 11 8 Dieffenbach also commented that
Maori women were well treated by their European husbands. 11 9 If whalers did beat
their wives they would have probably been punished by both the stations headsman
and his wife ' s family . However desertion did occur at times Beattie suggests that
' Some other white men, however, did not treat their Maori or halfcaste wives with
consideration they should have, and some heartless cases of desertion occurred ....
they were not legal marriages, so that later when settlement came in a few of the
whalers abandoned their Maori wives and married white women.' 120 However it
was much more common for whalers to stay with their Maori wife even with the
11 4
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arrival of more European women. The love and commitment many whalers had
towards their wives was further expressed when they went to missionaries to get
married under the laws of the church when given the opportunity. Worser Heberley
married his wife Te Wai at Te Awaiti when the missionary Samuel Ironside
arrived in 1840. 12 1 Bill Palmer who whaled at Waikouaiti told the Evening Star in
1891 that he had married a Maori girl 'according to the prevailing fashion ' and that
they had a ' happy marriage' which produced nine children.

122

Missionary's

journals show that upon their arrival at the whaling stations they were kept busy
performing Christian wedding ceremonies for whalers and their Maori wives. 123
Maori women made loyal, hard working wives who were praised for having helped
civilize their husbands. 124

This chapter has shown that there were many reasons why intermarriage
occurred and was so popular within early whaling settlements. The whalers
themselves had various motivations which influenced their decisions to marry
native women; these included their need for companionship and a help mate, to
facilitate trading, and the protection that they received from their new families.
Due to the lack of primary sources it was difficult to make any firm conclusions
about why Maori women choose to take European whalers as husbands. However,
evidence suggests that a whaler was a good choice as a husband for a Maori
woman because her role was physically less demanding than being a wife to a
Maori man. Another reason that influenced their decision was that Maori women
still retained their place within their iwi even when marrying an outsider. The iwi ,
and in particular its chiefs, encouraged the marriages between their women and
whalers for various reasons, including for the economic benefits that would accrue.
Intermarriage was extremely common within the whaling stations, and the majority
of these marriages were peaceful affairs.
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CHAPTER Two: INTERMARRIAGE - A VITAL
NECESSITY OR A MATTER OF COMFORT?
This chapter examines how important intermarriage and other such
relationships between European whalers and Maori women were in the formation,
running and survival of early New Zealand shore whaling stations. Whalers needed
land, resources and human labour to establish shore stations along New Zealand's
coastline. The first section of this chapter investigates how whalers were able to
gain access needs such as resources and labour. First it determines whether
intermarriage meant easier access to such necessities. This chapter discusses the
everyday running of whaling stations focussing on how vital family ties were in
their functioning as well as hospitality and cooperation which both played
fundamental roles in there running and success. The second section of this chapter
looks at the benefits whaling brought to Maori living in and around whaling
settlements and how such benefits were related to intermarriage and how they
influenced Maori interaction with whalers. Lastly this chapter explores the nature
of shore whaling stations. Much has been said on the nature of whaling stations by
both early visitors to New Zealand and historians and this thesis expands on what
is written by showing the role that intermarriage played in the nature of New
Zealand's first onshore stations.

As discussed in chapter one, a large majority of early European whalers
including both crew and headsman married or formed relationships with Maori
women living within the vicinity of the stations they worked at. A consequence of
such relationships was the family bonds that formed between the whaler and his
partner' s family. Whalers were often given Maori nicknames from Maori family
members which they were willing to adopt. At Te Awaiti Dicky Barrett was known
as Tihi Parete, Billy Bundy as Piri, John Wright as Haraheke, Daniel Sheridan as
Tami Rene, Worser Heberley was known as Tangata Whata or Whata and John
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Guard was often refered to as Tiaki Kari. 125 At Mahia John Smith was called Hake
Mete. 126

Family ties meant whalers interacted in Maori society on many levels and
became well known to the Maori they lived amongst. Besides the issues relating to
the easier access of land which will be explored in chapter four , there are several
other consequences relating to intermarriage which made it easier for Europeans
who married Maori women to establish shore whaling stations. Whaling was a
hectic business, and an exhausting job which involved working from dawn to dusk
seven days a week for the entire season. Whalers therefore required extra help
usually in the form of human labour to help build and operate their stations. Maori
provided this extra help, often building houses for the whalers.127 Maori were
normally paid for their building services: at Te Awaiti, Worser Heberley paid the
men, who he thought did a good job building his house, with pipes and tobacco. 128
The houses whalers resided in along New Zealand 's coastline varied greatly in
quality. At Te Awaiti Dieffenbach noted that
Some of the houses were substantial wooden buildings, but the majority had
thatched walls of liands and bulrushes, with a roof of the same materials.
They consisted of one floor , and contained two or more rooms, with a
spacious chimney. The floor is of clay firml y compressed and beaten hard.
All the houses have been built by the natives, and some are not inferior to
those of the villages in many parts of Europe.129
The whaler and his wife lived together in these homes and they were often joined
by her family. Having housing provided meant that whalers could get on with the
task at hand. More time for whaling meant increased culls which led to the
expansion of many stations and often the establishment of new ones owned and
operated by many of the same whalers nearby. 130 The expansion of current stations
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and the building of new ones can therefore be linked to intermarriage in New
Zealand during the 1830s and 1840s.

There is a lot of historical literature which focuses on the day to day running
of whaling stations, most of which comment on the role Maori played with
whaling itself Primary and secondary sources both indicate that Maori men
worked on the whale boats. For example:
In Te Awaiti are three whaling establishments. The proprietors have a
number of boats in their service, manned with white people and natives ... .In
Cloudy Bay there are four establishments on the same footing .... From Te
Awaiti fifteen to twenty boats run out every morning; the boat steerer is
generally an European, a large portion of the crew are natives as skilful
Europeans. 13 1
Available sources do not establish whether or not these Maori whalers were more
likely to be related to the European whalers through marriage or not, but it is clear
that many of the whalers ' Maori relations did work on the boats. It seems likely
that the new-found family members would have been employed first when
choosing Maori crews. Carol Dawber states that Joseph Thom ' s wife Te Ua
Toririki was a skilful boatwoman able to take oar or steer a whale boat and that she
brought her people with her to work for Thoms. 132 Maori were successful whalers
who often made up the entire boating crew, and they were often praised for their
whaling abilities. 133 Dieffenbach noted that Maori were generally hard workers and
willing to do their job to the best of their ability. 134 The economic role Maori
whalers played within the stations must not be understated. The contribution from
Maori whalers to the overall running and success of most shore whaling stations
during the 1830s and 1840s was significant. As Coutts notes larger whaling
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stations were manned by a mixture of Maori and Europeans and there survival
depended entirely on the continued cooperation between the two races.

135

Headsmen at the stations did their best to make sure that the working
relationships between European and Maori whalers were kept amicable. Caughey
claims that at Te Awaiti John Guard ensured that Maori workers received the same
amount of pay and equal rights as their European counterparts. 136 However it is
difficult to determine whether this actually occurred. Maori whalers and chiefs
were aware of the benefits of working alongside the Europeans and respected their
boss for providing them with such an opportunity. 137 However it is clear that Maori
workers did not always put their jobs on the whaling boats first. Because Maori
society was still predominantly tribal, they were not always able to tum up to work
everyday like the European whalers. The headsman also respected his Maori
workers enough to re-employ them once they returned from intertribal fighting.
Local Maori whalers often left their jobs to go off and fight traditional enemies
returning to employment within the stations whenever the fighting ended. 138 Maori
wives usually stayed behind at the stations during tribal wars continuing their
everyday tasks and meeting the needs of their partners. Maori also left the stations
and their jobs for other traditional reasons such as attending a tangi, such as when
the Maori in the Queen Charlotte Sounds and Cloudy Bay areas attended the tangi
of Waitohi, Te Rauparaha' s sister, at Mana Island . 139

Maori women played a significant role in the everyday running of the
whaling stations they lived within. However because Maori wives left behind no
journals, diaries or correspondence, we can only evaluate their role through the
sources left by whalers, missionaries and other visitors to the area. The absence of
135
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sources from Maori women helps to explain why historians say little about the role
of Maori women in early whaling stations. Maori wives tended to cultivations in
and around the settlements helping to ensure the whalers had enough food for the
season. Maori women used traditional food gathering knowledge to ensure they
and their husbands had adequate supplies. Kuti who was married to Waikouaiti
whaler Steve Smith's 'was a capable woman, and brought in half his tucker from
her knowledge of native ways of getting food from the bush and the sea.' 140 The
role of the Maori wives extended far beyond the realms of her husband and home,
as they were also involved in the whaling stations themselves. Wives were also
given the responsibility of looking after the injured. In a time before any doctors
lived near the settlements, they often nursed sick or hurt whalers back to health
using traditional medicines. At Otakou, whaler William Haberfield was cared for
by his wife Araki in his final years. 141 Maori women also tended to each other
during child birth. MacDonald claims that a Maori woman cared for Betty Guard
when she gave birth at Te Awaiti. 142 Maori wives also looked after visitors to the
whaling stations. The hospitality and warmth shown towards strangers by Maori
women was often noted in the writing of visitors. 143

Maori wives also had the important role of acting as intermediaries between
their European husbands, their own families and other Maori living in the
settlement to which they belonged. Maori women also acted as mediators for their
husbands when they came into contact with other Maori when travelling outside
their whaling station.

144

In a sense, Maori wives acted as a cushion between their

husbands and a world they were a stranger too, helping them to adjust to their new
lives in New Zealand; its surrounds and most importantly its culture which was so
140
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different to what many whalers had experienced in the past. Although some
whalers, such as Barrett and Love, were already deeply immersed in Maori culture
due to their time living as "Pakeha Maori" , most had no idea about Maori culture,
especially the rules of protocol and tapu which came along with it. Primary sources
and secondary literature refer to whalers breaking Maori customs. For example,
Morton talks of how wives acted as a buffer between the races and how they were
at times the saviours of their husbands who, through arrogance, frequently broke
Maori customs. 14 s Whalers were generally left in peace by Maori when going
about their daily lives and as Dieffenbach stated ' the hatred of the New Zealander
is never directed against the whiteman, who may travel where he likes, and is
never molested unless his own misconduct give rise to a quarrel. ' 146 When quarrels
or misunderstandings did occur, the Maori women did their best to ensure
amicable relations were restored as quickly as possible. Maori women, through
their role as helpmate and as peacemakers, helped ensure the smooth running of
the whaling settlements especially in there early years.

Many shore whaling stations struggled initially, for example at Te Awaiti
whalers could only kill whales for their bone as they did not have enough barrels,
or timber to make more to store the oil in. 147 It was reported that in the first season
after the whalers had filled all their casks there were still seven whales lying on the
beach.

148

The serious lack of supplies also took a toll on the whaler' s diets; having

at times to live on turnip tops and whale meat as there was no other food . 149
According to Malloch, Waikouaiti also suffered food shortages in the first year. 1so
The original Otakou station suffered a larger setback when it was completely
destroyed by an accidental fire. 1s1
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However whaling communities quickly turned into booming places with an
ever increasing number of boats and men operating within them. 152 Maori chiefs
saw the advantages of having whalers in their close proximity and were keen to
keep them around. Whaling brought previously unseen economic benefits to Maori,
and allowed eager whalers to expand on these stations even further. Whalers were
also able to establish new shore stations in nearby bays and inlets, a trend
particularly common on Kapiti and Mana Islands as well as in the Marlborough
Sounds. 153 The expansion of whaling stations meant the arrival of more European
whalers and therefore the formation of more intercultural relationships, which in
turn brought even greater economic benefits to local Maori .

Within a couple of seasons, men of differing trades began to establish
themselves within the growing shore whaling settlements. Many areas got their
own store keeper, sawyer and carpenter. This thesis has demonstrated that
European whalers lived at the mercy of Maori when shore whaling stations were
first established. European whalers were subjected to threats from both local Maori
and raiding parties from other areas . Initially Local Maori held the power in the
settlements firstl y because they generally outnumbered the whalers and secondly
because whalers depended on them for vital necessities . These necessities
included access to land, wood, fresh water and food. However within a few years
of a stations establishment the power began to change hands . It must be explained
here that the term "power" has no single definition or meaning within this thesis .
Power could and often did mean numerous things within the whaling stations; it
often meant control over resources and other people. It is important now to discuss
how the European whalers were able to increase their power over local Maori .
However it must be remembered that neither group had complete control and
dominance over the other during the timeframe of this thesis. The power and
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dominance within early New Zealand shore whaling stations was carefully
balanced and could tip in either groups favour at any time.

As more European whalers moved into the shore whaling stations they
gained numerical superiority over Maori . The Maori population was also
diminishing in and around the whaling settlements during the late 1830s and early
1840s.

154

As whalers began to outnumber Maori they started to gain more power.

However Europeans did not necessarily need to outnumber Maori to gain power.
An example of the shift of power comes from Waikouaiti where in the 1840s the
power moved from N gai Tahu to Pakeha due to a number of factors, including the
introduction of Pakeha diseases that killed many Maori . Olssen argues that as a
result Maori began turning to God, and in self-defence allowed even larger
numbers of Pakeha to live amongst them. 155 Coutt' s ' Merger or Takeover' ,
investigates the cultural changes which occurred within Foveaux Straits Maori
society between 1773 and 1850. 156 Coutts looks at the economic, material and
social changes that occurred within Maori society and in doing so shows that
whaling disintegrated the former cohesion that existed within each Maori
community. 157 European whalers brought many changes to Maori society as did
the more permanent settlements which occurred later. The social, material,
economic and religious changes that occurred within traditional Maori society
reduced the power and dominance Maori initially had over European whalers .

Whaling stations were dependent on the relationships that developed
between the leaders of both groups and on the individual relationships that
developed between the normal whaler and local tribe member. The communities
were essentially based upon a mixture of the Maori and European cultures, due to
154
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intermarriage, shared employment, and by simply living within the same vicinity,
therefore providing a process of constant interaction. Both the whalers and Maori
knew the benefits of mutual co-existence, and although there were occasions where
both Pakeha and Maori tried to extend their power over each other, it was normally
resisted immediately.

Within the whaling stations the headsman had more power than most, but
even he did not have complete control. Guard was a powerful headsman and not
afraid to stand up to Maori chiefs, even threatening to shoot Te Rauparaha after the
chief menaced him with a tomahawk during an argument over some stolen
sheep. 158 Te Rauparaha eventually calmed down and their friendship was
restored. 159 Even though minor skirmishes and disagreements occurred between
European whalers themselves and local Maori, friendships were quickly patched
up; as everyone knew it was important for the wellbeing of the community. Good
relationships helped to ensure a more productive working environment. The
stations were constantly changing due to the departures and constant arrival of new
whalers, and intermarriage, although often short-term, helped to ensure the
community ran as smoothly as possible. Nevertheless, like other pre-colonial
settlements, whaling communities had their fair share of problems.

Most of the secondary literature on early whaling establishments in New
Zealand emphasizes the negative characteristics that were associated with the
whaling trade. Historians in the past have referred to whaling stations as being evil
places, full of corruption with no laws to regulate them, with the settlements

°

marred by the excessive drinking and violence. 16 For example, Morton discusses
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the drinking habits of whalers and how such habits eventually rubbed off onto
Maori. 161 This along with McLean's opinion that 'whalers were part of a distinctive
male culture characterized by violence, drunkenness, hospitality and discipline'is
shared by many. 162 McLean argues that the violence and heavy drinking at Te
Awaiti can be seen as a part of the ' distinctive male culture ' of frontier society,
which had ' its own attitudes and codes of behaviour. ' 163 While it is true that
drinking played a large role in New Zealand's shore whaling stations, historians
tend to distort the overall image of the whaling settlements by over emphasizing
the negative behaviours that occurred. When commenting on whaling at Mahia,
Thomas Lambert states 'That whites lived a careless, reckless kind of life, drinking
and gambling, having nothing to check them, and it is said that more people died
of drink at these settlements than by the accidents of the trade, hazardous as it
was.'

164

Mclntosh calls Te Awaiti a ' rough and evil-smelling settlement', in which

' only the hardier and the more desperate and abandoned were able to withstand the
early rigours of Te Awaiti's riotous existence.' 165 However it must be
acknowledged that more recent histories are not as harsh in their remarks as those
written in the early and mid twentieth century.

Upon evaluating primary sources, it is easy to understand why some
historians have exaggerated the negative aspects of the whaling settlements.
Dieffenbach, Heaphy and Wakefield all discuss the alcohol consumption that they
witnessed and the bad behaviour that they saw within the stations they visited.
William Wakefield wrote that ' The beaches in Cloudy Bay and Te Awaiti present
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the most miserable scenes of idleness, drunkenness, and recklessness amongst our
countrymen.' 166 Missionary, James Watkin, wrote at Waikouaiti that 'The New
Zealanders here are heathens deteriorated by their connection with wicked
whites' .

167

The physical environment of the whaling stations also received negative

comments from early visitors. While visiting Mana Island Church Missionary
Henry Williams commented that 'The place looked filthy and a most disgusting
stench from the putrid carcases of whales.' 168

However early visitors also discuss the friendliness and hospitality that they
were shown by both the whalers and local Maori , but these positive factors fail to
receive as much emphasis in secondary literature. While visiting Port Underwood
and Cloudy Bay, Edward Wakefield wrote that while the whaling communities
were wild places without regular law, ' Some few men of iron will and large limb
ruled to a considerable degree the lawless assemblage, and maintained a powerful
influence by their known courage and prowess, whether in the whale-boat or the
fight on shore. Some few , too, though very few, like Dicky Barrett were respected
for their kindheartedness to all .' 169 Edward Wakefield also stated that while at Te
Awaiti he ' was mostly kindly and hospitality treated by all the whalers, as well as
the natives .... and in finding that many generous and noble qualities redeemed
their [whalers] general inclination to vice and lawlessness.' 170 Wakefield later
wrote about what he considered the whalers remarkable contradiction of character,
stating that 'Though prone to drunkenness and its attendant evils, the whaler is
hospitable in the extreme, and his rough built house is a model of cleanliness and
orders. ' 171 It is clear that both sides of the whaler' s character and both the positive
and negative reports about life at the whaling stations must be shown to give an
overall picture of the nature of the settlements.
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Life in early New Zealand whaling stations was not only strikingly different
to what many visitors had experienced before, but also to what many of the
whalers themselves were accustomed to. For some whalers however life on the
whaling station was not too different to what they were accustomed to. The likes of
Dicky Barrett and Jacky Love had much experience in dealing with Maori due to
their time living as Pakeha-Maori in Taranaki. For some whalers the stations
would have been a great improvement from life on the ships; Edward Wakefield
wrote that many of the whalers he meet were tempted by the comforts of living
onshore. 172 Deep sea whaling vessels were notoriously cramped and undoubtedly
unpleasant places to live. Some other whalers had worked as sealers and traders
along New Zealand's coastline before joining whaling crews. The stations existed
without any formal European type laws, which meant that men could act in ways
they would never have got away with in more regulated societies and many would
have taken advantage of this, acting up in their free time. However it must be
acknowledged that whalers were subject to tikanga Maori to a certain extent. The
physical and environmental characteristics of the settlements were often less than
pleasant with rotting whale carcases giving off an inescapable stench, such factors
may have influenced the negative writings of some who lived in and visited the
stations. 173 It is clear that while whaling stations and whalers themselves had their
fair share of rough and rugged characteristics they too had virtues and it is these
virtues along with the roles of the Maori women which have often been ignored by
historians .

This chapter has shown the role that intermarriage helped create in the
establishment, running and success of early New Zealand whaling stations. It is
clear that intermarriage had some influence in the initial formation of many of the
whaling settlements although payment for the use of the land was usually a
prerequisite. Once whalers obtained land they were helped by local Maori, many of
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whom were now their relations, to build houses. Their new relatives, along with
other Maori men, assisted in the everyday running of New Zealand 's whaling
stations by working alongside the Pakeha whalers. Both visitors and subsequent
historians have often presented the whaling stations as evil, drunken, violent
settlements, virtually out of control. However, this chapter shows a more complex
society. Intermarriage helped to keep peace within the whaling stations, with the
whalers ' Maori wives helping to ensure the smooth running of the stations by
assisting within the community, as well as looking after their husbands and visitors
to the settlements.
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CHAPTER THREE: INTERMARRIAGE -A PRACTICE
CONDEMNED OR PRAISED?
The third chapter of this thesis looks at how marriages between European
whalers and Maori women and subsequent children were viewed by missionaries
and early government officials. First there will be a discussion on how these
children have been referred to in the past; by their parents, Maori society, by
missionaries, early government officials and other visitors to New Zealand's
coastline. This is followed by a discussion on how these children have been
referred to by historians in New Zealand before an explanation of the terminology
used when referring to such children in this thesis. The manner in which children
were treated by their European fathers and Maori mothers along with her iwi will
be discussed before looking at how missionaries and early government officials
regarded these children of mixed descent. The second half of this chapter looks at
what missionaries and early government officials thought of the marriages and
other such relationships between European whalers and Maori women. In this
chapter there are a lot of comments from those who visited and at times lived
within the whaling stations. While their insights and opinions themselves provide
an interesting story and give some explanation into the thoughts of their writers
they must be considered in context.

Although there are few sources which have survived from the early
European whalers those that are still available today provide examples of how the
whalers themselves referred to the children they had with their Maori wives. The
main means of communication between whalers and Maori was through speaking a
type of pidgin Maori .174 However, records from visitors to New Zealand ' s shore
whaling stations show this was not the only means of communication. When Maori
boarded the Tory they shook hands with everyone, a custom they obviously picked
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up from the whalers and then they all spoke to the crew in broken English.

175

Dieffenbach noted that when he went exploring in the bush in the Queen Charlotte
Sounds his Maori guide seldom spoke but when he did he spoke in a type of
broken English. 176 At the whaling settlements themselves the Tory 's crewmembers
noticed that many of the Maori ' spoke a good deal ofEnglish.' 177 Many whalers
also spoke some Maori, something which delighted Dieffenbach. 178 While it is
unclear if either the whalers or local Maori became fluent in each other' s language,
it is obvious that they learnt more than enough to communicate effectively.

It is now important to look at the names given to the children of mixed
marriages in New Zealand ' s shore whaling stations between 1827 and 1845. The
lack of sources relating to the Maori wives who lived at the whaling stations makes
it difficult to make any remarks on how they referred to the children they bore with
European whalers . While ' awhekaike' was the Maori name for individuals of
mixed Maori and European descent, the lack of sources makes it impossible to tell
how often Maori living in the shore whaling stations used this term . 179 Anderson
and Boyes both claimed that derogatory terms such as utu-pihikete (paid for with a
biscuit), o te parara (out of the barrel) and huipaina (hoop iron, which was also an
article of trade) were also used by some Maori when referring to the children born
to European whalers and Maori women. 180 Again how often these terms were used
by Maori living within the whaling stations is difficult to determine .

It is clear that the majority of European whalers would have spoken to both
their children and their Maori wives in a mixture of English and Maori. By
analysing the letters, diaries and other documents left by the whalers it is possible
175
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to find some examples of how the whalers referred to their Maori families. It must
be noted that the intended audiences for these writings were English speaking and
this may have influenced the word choices. In Worser Heberley' s reminiscences he
wrote ' My eldest daughter was born on December 27' he later discusses a tribal
war saying ' I took a boat and rowed my wife and child ' , Worser also refers to the
large family he and Te Wai had . 181 Barrett who whaled on both sides of Cook
Strait spoke a great deal of Maori due to his time living as a "Pakeha Maori" in
Nga Motu, Taranaki. Although it is difficult to determine now it is probable that he
spoke to his daughters and Maori wife in Maori . However in a letter to his brother
Barrett refers to them in English terms stating 'I am now married to one of the
native chief women by whom I have three children '. 182

The abundance of sources left by missionaries and visitors to the whaling
stations means it is much easier to make firm conclusions about how they referred
to the children born to European whalers and Maori women . Alexander
Majorbanks visited New Zealand in 1840 referred to the ' children' of Joseph
Thoms and his wife Te Ua Torikiriki.

183

Edward Shortland refers to the children

fathered by European whalers as 'half-cast', as does Monro.

184

Similarly Ernst

Dieffenbach, Edward and William Wakefield refer to the children as 'halfcaste'. 185 Tuckett who visited Southern New Zealand used the term ' half-bred '
when referring to the children born to European whalers and their Maori wives.
Mixed race children living in shore whaling stations along New Zealand ' s coast in
the late 1830s and early 1840s were usually referred to simply as ' children ' or as
'half-caste' . The term ' half-caste ' was generally used when giving a physical
description of the children and appears frequently in both primary and secondary
source material.
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The term half caste was the most commonly used term used to refer to
individuals of mixed race or ethnicity in the nineteenth century. However other
terms have also been used internationally. The term Metis, which is of French
origin was commonly used in the Western Hemisphere to describe someone born
or descended from the union of a European and an American Indian. However,
the term has been used by other groups around the world, mostly in countries
which were under French influence. The Spanish equivalent Mestizo was used in
the Spainish Empire to designate people of mixed ancestry living in the region of
Latin America.

Paul Meredith states that the children of mixed race marriages in New
Zealand were generally referred to as half-caste although Polack (1840) suggested
in 1838 the term Anglo-New Zealander. 186 Riddell 's essay on intermarriage
discusses how the term half-caste was used historically in New Zealand to describe
anyone of mixed parentage and how this term was used in nineteenth century texts
on the Maori population and intermarriage. 187 Angela Wanhalla scrutinises the
' biological ' or ' blood' terms which were used to refer to children of mixed descent
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 188 Wanhalla states that the roots of
words such as ' full-blood ' and ' half-caste' can be found ' in the context of
nineteenth century theories of racial hierarchies ' at a time when people were
intere~ted in the results of 'the crossing of the "races" .' 189 The explanation given
above explains why missionaries, early European visitors and government officials
often used the term ' half-caste' when describing the children born to European
whalers and Maori women. By the 1920s the term half-caste had virtually vanished
from both languages. 190 Wanhalla prefers to use the term ' mixed descent' in her
PhD thesis as the period she covers encompasses a time where 'half-caste ', 'three186
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quarter caste' and 'quarter-caste' children were born. 191 However in this thesis the
term ' half-caste ' is used when referring to the offspring of European whalers and
Maori women. It has been shown that this terminology was commonly used in
European society at the time when discussing children born to parents of different
cultures. The timeframe of this thesis ensures that the children being referred to
would have been in terms of blood 'half-caste' and therefore it is the appropriate
terminology to use.

Missionary accounts as well as diaries, journals and correspondence from
visitors to New Zealand ' s coastline give a detailed and fairly extensive picture of
how many half-caste children lived in whaling settlements between 1827 and 1845.
Although there were half-caste children in New Zealand before this period, whose
fathers were typically traders and sealers the largest half-caste population in the
first half of the nineteenth century were from whaling communities. When Edward
Shortland visited Waikouaiti he wrote that ' Two native women had married
whalers, and nine had formed similar connexions without the solemnity of the
marriage ceremony. The fruit of these unions were fourteen half-cast children. ' 192
At Te Awaiti in the Marlborough Sounds there were more than 20 half-caste
children when the Tory visited in 1939. 193 Edward Wakefield who also visited Te
Awaiti on the Tory wrote ' There were about twenty-five half-caste children at Te
Awaiti.' 194 Colonel Wakefield also claimed that there were about twenty five
children living at Te Awaiti . 195 At this time it was believed that there were about
one hundred and sixty half caste children living along the shores of Cook Strait and
on Kapiti and Mana Island's and within New Zealand there were about four
hundred in total. 196 How exactly Dieffenbach reached this total cannot be
determined but it is likely that he relied on information given to him from people
he encountered while visiting New Zealand's coastline. It is possible that is also
19 1
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how Edward Shortland came to claim that there were 'probably little more than
three hundred' half-caste children in New Zealand when he visited Southern New
Zealand. 197 Although the exact number of half-caste children that lived in each
settlement can not be validated it is clear that there were numerous at each station
as most European whalers who had Maori wives or partners produced families. 198

The half caste children living in New Zealand shore whaling stations
became part of a contact zone between their Maori relatives and their European
whaling fathers. These children were considered racially different from both of
their parents and to everyone else who lived in or visited their homes and
settlements. The following paragraphs look at how these children were treated and
regarded by both Maori and Europeans. In Maori society women held great
importance especially if they were the daughter, niece or granddaughter of a chief.
As stated in chapter one these high ranking women were generally chosen to be the
wives of European whalers. Because rank and honour could be passed through
women, the children born to high ranking women were held in high regard. 199 This
tradition did not change if Maori women married a European whalers; their child
was given the same ranking as their Maori counterparts. Many of the whalers were
held with the utmost respect by Maori, the combination of this respect with the
high rank of their Maori wives meant the child of such a union had a Jot of man a
from birth.200 A clear example of the passing of mana and status throu gh the
mothers famil y comes from the marriage between John Nichol and Kahe te
197
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Rauoterangi, their grandson Sir Maui Pomare became one of Maoridom ' s greatest
figures. 20 1

Rank, success and mana could be passed from mother to child in Maori
society just as it could be from father to son in traditional European society. This
combined with the even stronger ties Maori chiefs now had with their son-in-laws
due to the birth of the child that they were both tied to by blood meant that the
child was considered special by their mothers family and iwi . Half-caste children
according to Morton could adopt which ever society they choose, however, it
seems unlikely that during their childhood at the whaling station that they would
have had much choice. 202 It seems likely that in their younger years the children
born into the whaling communities would have known little about their father ' s life
or culture before he came to live at the station. Even if children did have a choice
about which culture they adopted primary source material suggests that at least in
their childhood years the children lived largely as Maori with their mother and her
family being the primary caregivers. Dieffenbach noted ' They are generally
attached to her race, and of course better acquainted with her language than with
English. ' 203 Dieffenbach further comments on the role the child ' s Maori family
played in their upbringing stating that 'the natives generally take great delight in
their grandchildren. ' 204 Maori were willing to care for their half-caste relatives
when the child was unable or perhaps at times unwilling to live with their
European father. For example Edward Weller took his daughter Hana (Fanny) with
him when he returned to live in Sydney but she returned to Otakou to the care of
her Maori aunt due to homesickness. 205 The half caste children born to European
whalers and Maori women were not only accepted by Maori into their society they
were also treated well and were dearly loved by their Maori relatives.
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Although much of the child rearing was done by Maori wives and their
extended families the European fathers also played a role in their children's lives.
Right from birth European men were involved in the lives of their half-caste
children. However at times the whalers demanding jobs significantly impinged
upon their ability to do so. It was common practice for the whalers ' children to be
given English names by their fathers . At Waikokopu station in Mahia Captain
William Ellis the station owner named his half-caste daughter Emma.206 Also at
Mahia John Anderson who married Peti Karotapapa had two sons John and
William followed by another Henry and a daughter Betty, who was commonly
called Peti , both of whom were born at Anaura. 207 Dicky Barrett's daughters all
received English first names Caroline, Mary and Sarah. 208 Like Anderson ' s Betty,
Caroline and Sarah also had transliterations of their names, Kara and Hera
respectively which they were also known by. 209 Joseph Thoms and his wife Te Ua
named their two sons George and Thomas, they were also known by the Maori
versions of their names, Hori and Tametame.2 10 This shows that while European
whalers wanted to give their half-caste children English names they were willing to
allow others to use Maori pronunciation of their names. Whether the whalers
themselves called their children by their Maori names is not clear from the sources
available now.

The roles whalers played in their children ' s lives is missing from New
Zealand literature; perhaps because it is also absent from primary source material.
Accounts left by those who visited New Zealand ' s shore whaling stations indicate
that European whalers played a role in the everyday upbringing of their children.
The father ' s interaction with his offspring would have increased during the
summer when whaling ceased for several months. Over the summer months many
whalers remained in New Zealand with their Maori wife, her family and his
children, usually working on cultivations and maintaining and extending upon
206
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whaling stations. 2 11 Worser Heberley remained with his wife and oldest daughter
who was born on December 27, at Cloudy Bay until they were both able to travel
over to the Queen Charlotte Sounds to meet up with other whalers for the
summer. 212 In the following April Heberley acted as a protector for his wife and
child when southern Maori invaded the Sounds he went with them to Kapiti Island
and then rowed them to Waikanae where he left them in the protection of his
wife's iwi. 2 13

Whalers and their Maori wives also helped care for other whaler' s children.
In early years some whalers returned to Sydney during the off season leaving their
Maori family behind, during this time other whalers and their wives along with the
wider community helped care for those who were left behind. The adoption of Dan
Love the son of Jacky Love and Riwiana is an example of how whalers were
hospitable and willing to care for children other than their own. Dicky adopted Dan
while his father 'was on his death-bed ' and cared for him at Te Awaiti .2 14
Wakefield noted how Dan was treated by the natives as one of their own and that
he had ' the universal respect and kindness to which he was entitled by the
character of his father and the rank of his mother.' 2 15 It is clear that Dan Love was
well respected by both Maori and European whalers and that both would have been
prepared to raise him on their own. While the adoption of Dan Love is an extreme
example of the combined hospitality of whalers and Maori it does demonstrate that
half-caste children were loved and cared for by both Europeans and Maori living
within shore whaling stations.

The accounts left by visitors to New Zealand 's shore whaling stations
indicate that whalers treated their Maori wives and children well. Whalers
provided their new found families with clothing, a permanent dwelling and were
generally keen to acknowledge their existence to visitors. After spending time
2 11
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within the shore whaling stations Dieffenbach wrote 'The native women are well
treated by their white husbands, and are dressed in a mixture of European clothes
and native mats.' 21 6 James Polack also suggests that European whalers treated their
Maori wives well, stating that European husbands treated their wives better than
Maori did. 2 17 Dicky Barrett showed considerable care for his wife Riwiana.
Although Barrett was busy helping those on the Tory negotiate land sales with
Maori he stayed at home and cared his wife when she fell ill. 218 Secondary
literature also comments on how whalers treated their children they bore with their
Maori wives. For example at Waikouaiti Johnny Jones was said to be indulgent
towards his children.2 19 However whalers did not always treat their Maori wives
and children with the love and respect they deserved. The nature of the whaling
industry itself would have played a role in the destruction of some marriages . For
instance at times whalers up and left their families during the off season and it was
not uncommon for whalers to travel between different stations working which
could mean they did not see their family for months at a time. Also some whalers
simply failed to return to their station for the next season and therefore completely
abandoned their family. Reflecting on his childhood at Waikouaiti Thomas
Kennard said that while most European whalers treated their Maori wives well
'Some other white men, however did not treat their Maori or half caste wives with
the consideration they should have, and some heartless cases of desertion
occurred .. . they were not legal marriages, so that later when settlement came in a
few of the whalers abandoned their Maori wives and married white women.' 220
Although some European whalers did not treat their Maori wives and children
kindly evidence suggests the majority did.

This next section looks at how half-caste children were thought of by
missionaries who in early years only visited the stations, but later often lived in or
within close proximity to them. Initially missionaries were based in the Bay of
216
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Islands but during the late 1830s and early 1840s the churches they were affiliated
with began sending their men to other parts of New Zealand. The re-location of
missionaries was sometimes at the request of Maori who were becoming
increasingly interested in Christianity.22 1 Ballantyne argues that CMS
missionaries ' attitudes towards Maori have not been fully explored and that our
understanding of early nineteenth century Maori Pakeha relationships is therefore
incomplete. 222 He later states that in order understand missionaries opinions we
must understand their theology and training.223 Balantyne's opinions are valid and
must be taken into account when analysing the opinions of missionaries towards
half-caste children.

Johann Friedrich Heinrich Wohlers who worked as a missionary at Ruapuke
made frequent visits to New Zealand' s southern coastline. Wohlers wrote that
while Maori children were dirty, ' half-bred children ' were clean, neatly dressed,
lovely children with rosy faces .224 Missionaries believed that Maori were
redeemable because they were part of god ' s creation and the children particularly
were seen as innocent and in need of spiritual help. 225 Missionaries theological
beliefs about children would have influenced what they thought and wrote about
the many half-caste children they encountered in New Zealand ' s whaling stations.

Early government officials on the other hand were not confined by strict
religious beliefs of the church. Like missionaries, land purchasing agents who
came on board the Tory in 1839 had many positive things to say about the halfcaste children born to European whalers and Maori women. At Te Awaiti
Dieffenbach wrote that the whalers offspring ' of whom I counted twenty-one in
22 1
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Te-awaiti, have finely-cast countenance and their features remind us little of the
admixture of a coloured race; the skin is not so dark as that of the inhabitants of the
south of France; they generally inherit from the mother the large and fine eye and
the dark glossy hair; there are, however many individuals with flaxen hair and blue
eyes.' 226 William Wakefield made similar comments stating 'The children of
Europeans by natives are a beautiful light race, light brown, like Frenchmen from
the South, not sallow in complexion, but with a healthy red on the cheeks; in
features like the mother, from whom they inherit beautiful black eyes and hair.
Seen in Europe, nobody would suspect that they were children between two
different races, as they are, in my opinion falsely considered. ' 227 William
Wakefield' s comment indicates he believes that half-caste children should be seen
as their own unique and special race not simply as a blend of their parents.
Similarly Edward Wakefield wrote positively about the half-caste children he meet
stating that they 'were all strikingly comely, and many of them quite fair, with
light hair and rosy cheeks; active and hardy as the goats with which the settlement
also swarmed. ' 228 It is clear that those on the Tory admired the half-caste children
that they encountered both their attractive appearance and friendliness are
commented on through-out the visitor' s journals and letters. It must be noted that
their remarks may have been slightly tainted by preconceived racial ideas. The
New Zealand Company' s men frequently praised both Maori and half-caste
children throughout their writings after their many encounters along New
Zealand ' s coastline.

Neither missionaries nor early government officials made negative
comments about half-caste children being so deeply entrenched in their mother' s
culture. It was particularly common for missionaries to condemn the European
whaler for their drunken behaviour and reckless life they lived in shore whaling
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stations. 229 The general repulsion missionaries showed towards the male orientated
whaling culture provides an indication as to why they were less concerned about
half-caste children being raised in a predominantly Maori fashion. While living at
Cloudy Bay Reverend Samuel Ironside stated that local Maori ' generally are in
good state as can be expected, considering the many temptations to which they are
exposed throw the influence of Europeans.' 230 However some visitors did show
concern for the welfare of half-caste children, Mr Tuckett wrote 'It is much to be
deplored, that they should grow up wholly uneducated and left destitute in the
event of the death of their father. ' 231 Tuckett is particularly harsh in his comments
about Maori women in southern New Zealand. Therefore his concern for their halfcaste children indicates that he believes Maori mothers would be unable to care
and provide for their half-caste children if something was to happen to her
European husband.

The next section of this chapter returns to look at the marriages between
European whalers and Maori women. As stated earlier Ballantyne believes in order
to understand the thoughts and beliefs of early missionaries we must understand
their religious background and teachings. 232 The partnerships and marriages which
helped to shape the whaling frontier in New Zealand during the 1830s were
informal unions which were not recognised by the laws of church as they had taken
place outside the realms of the church. The reason for this can be partly attributed
to the absence of missionaries in New Zealand 's shore whaling stations at this time.
Although the marriages and relationships between European whalers and Maori
women were against the teachings of the church, sources left by missionaries show
that they generally did not condemn such relationships. Instead primary sources
show the missionaries desire to formalize these marriages with a formal ceremony.
229
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Some whalers also shared the missionaries' desires to formalize their marriages,
making their marriages legal once a missionary was able to do so. A whalers desire
to formalize his marriage may have been because they had promised their wife
they would or because they felt morally obliged or simply because it ' s what they
had always wanted.

James Watkin the first resident Christian minister in the South Island
arrived at Waikouaiti in May 1840 following Johnny Jones request to the
Wesleyan Society.

233

Watkin wrote that he received a great following from local

Maori, but that the whalers were harder to teach and wanted Maori kept in their
place. 234 Watkin reported to the Mission Board 'The white men almost generally
are living with native women, and my coming here is looked upon rather
suspiciously by them, for they know enough of Christianity to be aware that if it
prevails they must either marry the women or lose them. ' 235 Belmer believed that
whalers feared if their Maori de facto wives learnt to read and write they may leave
them when they discovered the standards of the wider community.236 Watkin made
progress, he was successful in converting many Maori and eventually some
whalers became more open to his teachings. Watkin wrote ' I have laboured long to
impress the Englishmen with the propriety of becoming married, and at last with
some success. ' 237

Samuel Ironside the first missionary to reside in Marlborough Sounds
arrived at Kakapo Bay on December 20, 1840 on board the Magnet .238 Upon
Ironsides arrival he found some Europeans were ' all very desirous of religious
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instruction apparently. They talk already of subscribing for a chapel. '

239

Unlike

Watkin, Ironside conducted marriages between European whalers and Maori
women almost immediately after his arrival to the Sounds. 240 ' One the morning of
Christmas Day, five days after our arrival, I married five of the white people to the
native women with whom they had been living. One of them was the principal
storekeeper, a native of the Netherlands, the most decent and respectable man on
the station. '

241

Ironside rarely condemned the informal marriages between

European whalers and Maori women, he was however eager to make them formal
unions under the laws of the church. Ironside wrote of his pleasure in performing
such marriage ceremonies. 242 From reading Ironside ' s reports and reminiscences it
is clear that in his early years he was very happy and content in his work at Cloudy
Bay and in the larger Sounds area. On May 3, 1841 Ironside wrote ' I am very
happy to say that things every way continue to improve. ' 243 Upon the completion
of the church in August 1842 Ironside invited Maori from all the villages in the
Sounds and on Sunday the

i\ after dinner he married 'forty couples, who had

been living together in a heathen state. '

244

Ironside's success at Cloudy Bay came to an abrupt end within three years
of his arrival; the mission at Ngakuta was abandoned suddenly. Following the
infamous Wairau incident Ironside returned to his mission ' We found the station
deserted, all the houses in the village stripped of everything, and my poor wife in
great alarm for my safety.'

245

Ironside tried to convince his Maori converts to

return to the mission but they were intent on going to Kapiti to defend their old
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chief. 246 While Ironside was successful in converting many Maori living in the
Sounds to Christianity, his success in entrenching Christian values was limited as
the majority abandoned his church to defend Te Rauparaha.

An account left by a missionary who travelled New Zealand ' s coastline in
the early 1840s also provides insights into how the men of the church felt about the
marriages of fellow European men and Maori women. Johann Wohlers who visited
Waikouaiti on his way to Ruapuke in 1844 stated that Maori women who married
whalers were ' lifted up out of their state listlessness into a better method of life,
and became joyful mothers of children. ' 247 Wohler further praises formalizing
intermarriage stating ' When a mixed family was thus baptized, and the parents
married, they all felt so blessed that they formed a Christian family. ' 248
Missionaries who both visited and lived in New Zealand ' s shore whaling stations
after the practice of intermarriage between European whalers and Maori women
had laid the foundations of the settlements showed very little condemnation for
such practices. Like their permanent counterparts, the missionaries who briefly
visited the whaling stations were eager to see such unions become formal
marriages recognized by the church.

Early government officials, who started to visit New Zealand in the late
1830s, also displayed little criticism towards the practice of intermarriage. Mr
Tuckett who was the surveyor for the New Zealand Company was harsh in his
remarks about Maori wives however he did not condemn the practice of
intermarriage itself 249 Dieffenbach believed that the practice of intermarriage
between European whalers and Maori women had a mutual advantage and along
with the subsequent children it helped ensure harmony between the races. 250
Dieffenbach later states that 'the natives had preserved many of their [whalers]
good qualities; and the colonists of the Company found them better prepared to
246
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acknowledge a more regulated state of society, and to acquiesce in present
sacrifices with a view to their future benefit, than was the case with the natives in
the northern parts of the island, although missionaries had lived among them
during the long period.' 251 Dieffenbach believed missionaries often unwisely
condemned intermarriage even though many of them turned out to be 'very good
marriages ' which he believed would lead to a ' very desirable an ultimate blending
of the race.'

252

Although most officials say little about the practice of intermarriage itself
they often praise its consequences. Barnicoat commented that the wives of the
Englishmen at Cloudy Bay were dressed in cotton gowns with blankets for shawls
and that they ' looked very cleanly' and were without tattoos.

253

Similarly Edward

Wakefield noted the ' cleanliness ' of the wives; a virtue he believed the whalers
had bestowed upon them. 254 It was not just the clean appearances of the Maori
wives which were praised by visiting officials. ' Many of their native wives are also
entitled to every praise for the fidelity, care of their children, and industry, during
many years of difficulty and danger, and are fit to take a very respectable station
amongst European matrons. ' 255 Maori wives were also commended for excelling
their European husbands in their sobriety and quiet disposition.

256

This chapter has shown that the term 'half-caste ' was the most common
way to refer to the children born to European whalers and Maori women during the
1830s and 1840s. These half-caste children were treated well by both of their
parents as well as their mother' s tribe and other whalers . Half-caste children
receive favourable mention from missionaries and early government officials who
visited the shore whaling stations. Half-caste children were frequently praised for
their beauty and friendly disposition. Similarly the wives of European whalers
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were commended for their tidy appearance and hospitable nature. Neither
missionaries nor government officials condemned the informal marriages between
European men and Maori women however they were eager to formalize these
unions.

67

CHAPTER FOUR: INTERMARRIAGE - EASIER ACCESS
TOLAND?
The final chapter of looks at the notions surrounding traditional Maori land
ownership and usage rights. It is essential to understand the basics behind preEuropean land rights as these unwritten laws and practices help explain the chiefs'
actions when dealing with both European whalers and land purchasing agents. The
chapter then goes on to discuss land purchases between Maori and European
whalers . It looks at notions as whether or not being married to a Maori woman
meant easier access to land and how often whalers actually owned the land which
they were using. The last section of this chapter investigates the land purchases
made between local chiefs and the land purchasing agents of the New Zealand
Company. While this chapter discusses the nature of the purchases themselves it
more importantly looks at whether intermarriage had any affect on such
transactions. Here the role of Richard "Dicky" Barrett while on board the New
Zealand Company 's ship the Tory is analysed thoroughly. The aim of this chapter
is to show whether intermarriage between European whalers and Maori women
and more importantly the subsequent family ties affected land sales in coastal New
Zealand during the period between 1827 and 1845 .

Land meant everything to Maori in pre-European time and the notions and
practices they had surrounding land ownership and usage rights were the same as
they had been for hundreds of years when whalers, traders and later land
purchasing agents came to New Zealand. Maori were linked to the land both
culturally, spiritually, emotionally and economically. Maori had deep feelings of
affection towards their tribal lands and it helped shape ones character and role in
life. In Asher and Naulls ' Maori Land they claim that land was not part of life but
that it was life itself. 257 Douglas Sinclair states that the deep spiritual connection
Maori had with the land came from the concept that mankind derived from the
257
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union between the earthmother, Papa-tu-nuku, and the sky-father, Rangi-nui-tu. 258

ne1.

Maori often named mountains, rivers, lakes and other natural land marks
after themselves or their ancestors, a practice which further tied them to the land.
These land marks were then used as boundary markers for tribal land . A tribe
would describe the land they owned using geographical objects to demonstrate its
start and end point. Best claims that it is fair to say that in pre-European days there
was no land in New Zealand which had not been claimed by some tribe.259 Asher
and Naulls state that' The commonly accepted view of traditional Maori land
tenure is that hapu and whanau groups were allocated the right to use
predetermined areas of land according to the specific and general needs of the
individual and group . ' 260 Therefore while a tribe retained ownership over land,
individual hapu or family groups were often allocated land to live on and cultivate
and that while it may have seemed to Europeans that they owned the land, they
never in fact owned it, it always belonged to the whole tribe.

There were several ways in which Maori could lay claim to land. These
were by right of discovery, by conquest, by gift or cession and lastly by inheritance.
It appears that the two most common ways Maori laid claim to land were through
the inheritance from their ancestors, or, take tupuna, and the second was
inheritance through conquest, or, take raupatu .26 1 However conquest alone was not
enough to confer ownership, it had to be followed by occupation. 262 Grey states
that the principle of ahi ka or lit fire was essential if a hapu wanted to retain
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ownership of land.

263

If a tribe or hapu was driven from their land they could still

lay claim to it as long as some people had remained to keep the fires going.

264

Maori also at times made claims to land through the right of gift, or, take tuku,
land may have been gifted by a chief or a person of lesser rank but only in the
interests and with the consent of the tribe or hapu. 265 It appears that the right to
land through take tuku was at times extended to whalers. An example of this was
when John Guard was formally given land by Te Rauparaha, although Te
Rauparaha probably did not consult all those he should have. 266 This chapter will
argue that whalers were allowed to establish themselves on land and while they
usually arranged some type of lease arrangement with local chiefs the whalers at
times tried to and believed they did actually buy the land they were using off
Maori. However, at least initially Maori did not understand that the whalers and
land purchasing agents wanted to keep their land forever. Asher and Naulls' claim
that up until 1840 it is uncertain if Maori understood that a written deed meant that
they gave up their land forever and that European activities such as building
houses and planting crops fitted with traditional Maori ideas of land tenure, as
individuals always had the rights to use land for housing and crops within tribal
land holdings.

267

As discussed in chapter one there were numerous reasons which would
have influenced a whaler's decision to marry a Maori woman. One of the
influential factors in such decisions was to do with the access to land . Whalers
needed land, initially to establish their stations, build their houses and so they
could grow small cultivations. This next section looks at whether intermarriage
meant easier access to land for these needy whalers. It then discusses whether
some whalers desires for even more land in later years was made easier due to
family ties through intermarriage or whether it had little, or nothing, to do with
263
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their acquisition of land. The aim of the section is to show whether or not
intermarriage influenced the whalers ability to procure land from local Maori and
secondly to investigate what rights the whalers had to the land they occupied.

Primary source documents suggest that the establishment of whaling stations
in areas with few Maori inhabitants did not require any family ties between the
founding whalers and local Maori women. This next section investigates why this
was so and shows that intermarriage between Maori women and European whalers
was not a prerequisite in the establishment of shore whaling stations along New
Zealand's coastline. John Guard, who founded the station at Te Awaiti, did not
form a relationship with or marry a Maori woman ; he had brought his young wife
Betty to New Zealand with him. It was therefore not intermarriage between the
well respected Guard and a Maori woman that allowed him to establish his station
at Te Awaiti . Although Te Awaiti beach itself was uninhabited when Guard in his
men began to build their station, there were many Maori living nearby who were
aware of the whalers ' activities .268 Although no records indicate the nature of the
agreement it is most likely that Guard was allowed to build his whaling station
after making a payment to local chiefs with the goods they desired. Te Rauparaha
later formall y gifted the land at Te Awaiti to Guard .269 However while Guard
himself lived at Te Awaiti with his European wife Betty, other original whalers at
the station did intermarry with local women.

When Messrs Long and Wright established a whaling station at Waikouaiti
in 1837 there were few Maori living in the area. 270 The absence of documents
relating to the establishment of the station at Waikouaiti makes it difficult to make
any firm conclusions about who if anyone gave the Sydney based company
permission to build their station. However it seems likely that like Guard they too
would have made a payment to nearby chiefs who were aware of their activities.
Like Te Awaiti and Waikouaiti the Otakou station was established in an area
268
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where relatively few Maori lived at the time. However it is said that the Weller's
took possession of land in the name of King William the Fourth, however Entwisle
queries this.

271

Whether they did or not, the '6 cases of muskets, 10 barrels and 104

half barrels of gunpowder', they had in their possession would have been more
than enough to pay for some land. 272 There has been much debate amongst
historians as to whether the Weller brother's would have purchased the land from
Karetai or Taiaroa.
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Although few Maori lived near the site of the Otakou station

when it was established it was not long before more came to live nearby. In 1835 a
quarter of the whalers working at Otakou were Maori and by 1839 this had risen to
half.2 74 Evison claimed that at Otakou the master of the station depended on the
local chiefs for permission to operate and that if the chief died; permission had to
be renewed by his successor.
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None of the three main whaling stations focussed

on in this thesis were established after a marriage between a European whaler and
Maori woman. Although as shown throughout this thesis intermarriage became
common practice shortly after the establishment of such whaling stations.

While the sites of the South Island shore whaling stations used in this thesis
had few Maori inhabitants prior to there establishment this was not the case for the
stations established in the North Island. Mahia was heavily populated by Maori in
the late 1830s; Lambert claimed that during this period there would have been no
fewer than 12,000 Maori in the near vicinity. 276 Mana and Kapiti also boasted large
Maori populations. In 1819-20 Te Rauparaha led his Kawhia based tribe Ngati Toa
south to Kapiti Island in a movement known as Heke Tahu-Tuhu-Ahi. 277 Te
Rauparaha and Ngati Toa settled on Kapiti and were the most powerful tribe on the
Island when whalers began arriving in the early 1830s. Te Rauparaha built up and
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encouraged trade with visiting whalers and was eager to let whalers settle and
build shore stations on both Kapiti and Mana Islands. Local chiefs offered whalers
protection and land to build stations on and after the original establishment of the
stations, many whalers began to marry Maori women. It was also after the
establishment of the first whaling stations on Kapiti and Mana Islands that whalers
began purchasing land offNgati Toa.

It has been shown that intermarriage played no part in the establishment of
the first shore whaling stations at Te Awaiti, Otakou, Waikouaiti , Mahia and
Kapiti and Mana Islands . The initial establishment of the original whaling stations
in each of these locations occurred before intermarriage between European whalers
and Maori women had taken place. Although some areas had few Maori
inhabitants the headsman there along with those at places with larger Maori
populations were required to make a payment to local chiefs to use the land they
had built their stations upon. This shows that at least for the initial set up of
whaling stations family ties played no role in the whaler' s ability to procure land
off Maori.

This next section moves in time to after the original establishment of the
shore whaling stations to see what role, if any, intermarriage played in later land
purchases between European whalers and Maori chiefs. Here the details of the
purchases themselves are examined as are the motivations for the whaler's
purchase of land and the Maori chiefs reasons for selling. Where possible notions
such as whether the whalers had actually purchased the land, or whether they were
simply leasing it in the eyes of both themselves and the Maori chiefs concerned,
will be explored.

John Guard had not been whaling long at Te Awaiti when he discovered the
unoccupied Kakapo Bay in nearby Port Underwood and decided it was a more
advantageous site than his current home. 278 In 1832 Guard entrenched himself
278
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more firmly in his new quarters when he purchased Kakapo Bay off local Maori
for 'A large cask of tobacco, twenty blankets were given to Rangihaeata and Te
Rauparaha; five pieces of prints, ten axes and eight iron pots. ' 279 Guard also
arranged the rights to wood and water through the chiefs. 280 It is also believed that
Guard bought Oyster Bay off local Maori on September 1, 1839 for fifty pounds,
but no details relating to this purchase have survived .281 Guard was able to make
these purchases from local chiefs who although he was not related to he managed
to form close connections with through business dealings.

Guard was not the only European whaler who purchased land in the
Marlborough Sounds. James Jackson claimed that he bought 150 acres in the bay
next to Te Awaiti on December 21, 1839. 282 Jackson like many whalers had a
Maori wife and while there is no doubt that she existed her name has not
survived. 283 Because Jackson's wife's name is unknown it is impossible to tell if
his family ties through her played any part in him being able to buy land in the
Sounds. Some of Jackson's descendants still live at Jacksons Bay today on the land
their ancestor bought off local Maori almost one hundred and eighty years ago. 284

There is no record of either Jacky Love or Dicky Barrett purchasing land off
Maori in either Cloudy Bay or the Queen Charlotte Sounds and it is unlikely that
either did. 285 It is especially unlikely that Love officially purchased any land
because he spent all of his time in the Sounds at Te Awaiti which had already been
279
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gifted to Guard and Love died in 1839 while still employed in the whaling
profession. 286 However McIntosh claims Love, Toms and Barrett believed that
they were entitled to land by virtue of their marriage into a Maori tribe. 287
However it was not land in the Sounds that Barrett and Love believed they had
rights to but in Taranaki where they had previously lived. William Wakefield also
believed Barrett and Love' s children were entitled to land at Taranaki as they
'have been long considered as belonging to the tribe. '

288

It was not long after shore whaling started on Kapiti and Mana Islands that
Europeans began to purchase land. Captain Samuel Ashmore bought land on
Kapiti Island on September 5, 1831 from Rangihiroa, Tungia and Te Hiko .289
Ashmore did not have a Maori wife and therefore family connections played no
role in his ability to procure land at the ' Village of Wyarrua' .290 John Bell who in
1830 spent seven months whaling at Cloudy Bay, along with Sydney merchants
Captain Alexander Davidson and Alexander Mossman bought Mana Island off
Ngati Toa chiefs Te Rauparaha, Rangihaeata and Nohorua on April 25, 1832.29 1
For their purchase they made a payment of ' one six pound carronade, 2 swivel
guns, two kegs of gun powder of 50lbs each, and 2 chests. ' 292 This sale occurred
after Bell had transferred his whaling station to Mana Island in 1831 .293 Te
Rauparaha and Rangihaeata believed that they had only leased Mana Island and
not sold it forever as they contested its ownership in the Wellington Land Court in
1843. 294 When the Tory visited Mana Island in 1839 Dieffenbach recorded that
Bell had 'resold it to a Mr. Peterson in Sydney, under whom it was held by a
German farmer. During our stay, however, it was the subject of a lawsuit, and was
286
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actually in the hands of two claimants, each of who tried to ruin the other by
selling the stock.' 295 The reselling of land by Europeans who thought they actually
owned it and therefore had the right to sell the land was often further complicated
when local Maori said they had no right to dispose of the land as it was not theirs
to do so. This chapter will also show that land rights were even further complicated
as Maori often sold the same land over and over to different European parties.

American Captain Mayhew who arrived at Kapiti Island in 1839 also
successfully purchased land off local Maori without the advantage of having a
Maori wife. On September 2, 1839, Te Rauparaha and Rangihaeata sold Mayhew,
Tahoramauera for four hundred pounds of tobacco, six pairs of blankets, two
caskets of powder and three muskets .296 The chiefs were eager to sell their land as
they wanted to gain more European commodities and probably believed they were
simply leasing their land as Maori at the time did not understand European land
transaction ideals. For this transaction the deed shows that Ashmore paid Maori
four muskets and one cask of gun powder. 297 At this time Maori were still very
eager to get their hands on muskets as they were well aware of the huge
advantages possessing them had over tribes who did not or who had fewer than
them.

Waikouaiti was taken over by Jones in its second season and turned into a
busy and profitable station. In 1838 it' s first year under Jones ' s control, the station
procured one hundred and forty five tons of oil , in 1839 it dropped slightly to one
hundred and twenty five tons, in 1840 it dropped again to one hundred and four
tons and by 1841 the station only processed forty tons of oil. 298 Jones was aware of
and worried about the steady decline of his station and began to extend his
business ties by purchasing more nearby land. Jones made his first land purchase in
1838 when Mr. James Bruce the captain of one of his trading vessels purchased a
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portion of land which extended in width from Waikouaiti river mouth to Matakana
heads, and ten miles back inland on Jones ' s behalf. 299 For this land Ngai Tahu
chiefs Taiaroa, Karaiti and Tuhawaiki were paid one tierce of tobacco and ten
dozen cotton shirts. 300 On June 7, 1839, Bruce bought the land between Matakana
Heads and Pleasant river mouth on Jones ' s behalf Bruce bought this land off
Karaiti and Taiaora for two sealing boats and fifty pairs of blankets and then
transferred it to Jones for one hundred pounds. 30 1

On July 6, 1839 Jones himself gave evidence to a committee which was set
up by the Legislative Council to consider the state of the Jaw in connection to
whaling. At the hearing Jones said
A Chief, who was in Sydney last year, sold me a quantity of land, full
twenty miles square, for which I gave him property to the amount of £500.
He understood English thoroughly, and the transaction was regularly drawn
up by a lawyer in Sydney, and duly executed and signed by the Chief I am
satisfied with the Title, as I know him to be the acknowledged Chief of a
large district, of which that land is a portion.302
Shortland noted during his visit to Waikouaiti that Mr. Jones claimed a large
tract of land and that ' Sometimes Tuhawaiki ' s account of goods received did not
correspond with Mr. J_ _ ' s written lists of property paid, the latter, however, was
always ready to admit the error to be most probably his own .' 303 It is clear that
from early on Jones was as interested in purchasing and owning land as he was in
whaling. Hall Jones claims that Jones and Tuhawaiki forged a great friendship
based on a buyer-seller relationship, but all that we know about their friendship
comes from land transactions. 304

Jones began cultivating some of the land he purchased and as the whaling
industry began to decline Jones further concentrated on some of his land which
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was to become known as Cherry Farm. In 1840 Jones decided to tum his station
and adjacent land into an organised settlement. In February 1840 Jones dispatched
the trader vessel Magnet from Sydney with a dozen or so families, a similar
number of children, a few single men and twenty cattle, along with some
provisions to found the first organised settlement in the South Island. 305 Although
Jones ' purchases occurred during the time associated with the land scramble it is
still important to analyse them within the whaler land purchasing framework. Jones
had planned to buy land and organize a permanent European settlement when his
whaling venture began to decline and his association and interaction with local
Maori allowed him to purchase land. Jones was able to run a successful shore
whaling station and then a profitable farm on land he had purchased off Maori
without ever having been married to a Maori woman. Jones had married to Sarah
Sizemore in Sydney in 1828 although she remained in Sydney with their children
until joining Jones at Waikouaiti in 1843. 306

Jones's land purchases are another example which help to prove that
although being married to a Maori women may have meant easier access to land to
reside upon and cultivate it did not influence a chiefs decision to dispose of his
land to Europeans. The monetary gains to a chief and his tribe through selling their
land to Europeans would have been considered so great that it did not matter if
they were related to the purchaser or not. But it must not be forgotten that Maori at
this time had very different ideas about land usage and disposal than the European
purchases.
At Otakou, Edward Weller also started to buy up land when whaling began
to decline . Weller however was married to a Maori woman, his first marriage to
Paparu the daughter of senior Otago chief Tahatu took place in 1836 several years
after he and his brother Joseph started purchasing land off local Maori. 307 Peter
Entwisle's ' Edward Weller' contains the most comprehensive account of the
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Weller brothers land purchases in Southern New Zealand. Entwisle claims that the
brother's acted as land agents, buying land off local Maori for both themselves
and absentee speculators in New South Waies. 308 According to a land claim
lodged by George Weiler in 1839, Joseph had purchased the whole of Stewart
Island as well as Edwards Island and Herekapare for one hundred pounds off local
Maori in December 1833. 309 The Weller's also claimed under Edward's name to
have paid eighty two pounds for a million acres in the Molyneux district and a
further eight hundred thousand acres in other parts of the South Island. 31 0 George
also claimed to have bought one hundred thousand acres at Molyneux for ninety
one pounds.31 1 Entwisle also comments that the belief that Edward was given a
strip of land, three miles deep, running from Otago harbour to Bank's Peninsula
by Taiaroa following his marriage to the chiefs daughter Nikuru 'probably goes
further to show the good relations between the two men than to explain the actual
origins of Edward's land holdings . '

3 12

George Weller claimed the following when

questioned about land purchases in Southern New Zealand.
I have made some considerable purchases of land at New Zealand- in all, I
imagine, amounting to about four hundred thousand acres- all of which I
purchased from the Chiefs. Attached to one of my whaling stations is about
thirty-six square miles or sections, which my brother, who is residing at
New Zealand, purchased from a Chief who was in Sydney about five months
ago, and who had the honour of an interview with His Excellency the
Governor, in whose presence he acknowledged the validity of the
purchase. 3 13
Unfortunately for the Weller brothers their land claims were investigated by the
Crown following the Treaty of Waitangi and in 1841 the Court of Claims ruled
against them in all thirteen cases. 3 14
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The arrival of the New Zealand Company's ship the Tory in the
Marlborough Sounds resulted in some whalers trying quickly to purchase land
themselves. Once whalers became aware of the land purchasing agents intentions
they too decided to get in on the action. Edward Wakefield wrote 'the population
of Te Awaiti were watching our movements apparently intent upon purchasing
land for themselves in the neighbourhood of whatever location Colonel Wakefield
might select for the expected colony.' 31 5 Colonel Wakefield also commented on
the whalers actions at Te Awaiti stating he witnessed 'the eagerness with which
many of the settlers at Teawaiti watched my movements, with a view of
purchasing patches of land wherever it was likely the Company might be led to
locate emigrants ' .31 6 Colonel Wakefield was not angered by the whaler's eagerness
to buy land in the Sounds. When discussing Guard and Wynen trying to buy land
at Oyerri Bay on behalf of some Sydney speculators C. Wakefield wrote that he
had no reason to complain about the whalers trying to buy land for themselves.

3 17

It is seems that those on the Tory were not concerned about whalers trying to
purchase land, possibly because they knew that the whalers lacked the means to
buy substantial amounts of land like they were about too.

It was not just in the Sounds where people tried to undercut the New
Zealand Company by beating them to the land purchasing table. Carkeek claimed
that speculators from Sydney had heard that the Tory wanted to buy land from
Ngati Toa so they hurried ahead; allegedly buying the entire of Kapiti Island and
some parts of Porirua.
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Captain Rhodes on the Eleanor also wanted to buy land

in the region after the Tory visited in November 1839.319 Evison claims that at
Waikouaiti Jones prepared for British annexation selling off most of his southern
land claims, concentrating his business around his station and at the farm he had
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began to cultivate.320 When Monro arrived at Waikouaiti in July 1844, Jones
informed him that he owned six hundred acres. 321

Although some whalers and land speculators bought tracts of land from local
Maori both before and after the arrival of the Tory there was still plenty of land
available for the New Zealand Company to buy. It is the purchases of the New
Zealand Company which make up the rest of this chapter. Edward Wakefield
recorded the details of their first encounter with Dicky Barrett a man who was to
become one of the most influential figures in New Zealand land sales history.
When the Tory arrived at Te Awaiti on August 31 Barrett was 'Dressed in a white
jacket, blue dungaree trousers, and round straw hat, he seemed perfectly round all
over; while his journal, ruddy face, twinkling eyes, and good-humoured smile,
could not fail to excite pleasure in all beholders.' 322 Wakefield soon realised the
benefits the Company' s new associate would bring them 'The acquaintance and
assistance of Dicky Barrett promised to be most advantageous to us, as he was
related by his wife to all the influential chiefs living at Port Nicholson . ... He was
thoroughly acquainted with the feelings and customs of the natives, as well as their
language.' 323 That day discussions took place between those on the Tory and
Barrett in relation to land ownership in the Cook Strait area. Barrett explained to
the New Zealand Company ' s men ' how unsettled a state was the proprietorship of
land about Cook's Strait' was. 324 Wakefield wrote that he did not want to take any
land without permission from local Maori and that Barrett would be responsible for
explaining the Company' s views to them. 325

It is difficult to determine from the journals of those on the Tory whether
they had to do much to persuade Barrett to act as their interpreter. In a letter to his
brother Barrett claimed that he agreed to work with those of the Tory after a 'great
320
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deal of persuasion' .

326

In Caughey's, The Interpreter- The Biography of Richard

'Dicky ' Barrett, she states that it is 'unclear whether Wakefield asked Barrett to
join him or whether Barrett seized the opportunity to insinuate himself into the
colonel's team, with an eye to launching himself into a new career or, perhaps, to
bring benefits to Rawinia's hapu' .327 Barrett's marriage to Rawinia along with his
heavy involvement with her family meant he had considerable influence amongst
Ati Awa. Caughey claims that while Barrett was heavily involved with Rawinia's
hapu he probably did not understand the details of the tribal politics he was
becoming involved in through his role as the New Zealand Company ' s
interpreter. 328 Caughey gives several examples through out her book which
indicate that Barrett did not fully understand tribal politics. For example Caughey
claims that Barrett was unaware that other Ngai Taua were eager to reassert their
ownership and dislodge Te Rauparaha and Ngati Toa from Te Wai Ponamu, when
trying to help those on the Tory buy land. 329 Caughey later claims that Barrett
wouldn't have ' realized how tenuous was the claim Te Puni and Te Wharepouri
made to rights over the whole of Whanganui-a-Tara. He probably made an initial
approach to them knowing they controlled a few of the settlements, and hoping this
would supply the land Wakefield desired.'

°Caughey also questions Barrett's

33

ability with the Maori language stating that it was not extensive enough to fully
understand the 'ambiguous statements and power plays ' of those he was working
with .33 1 While Caughey questions Barrett' s knowledge of tribal politics she claims
that Rawinia may have had some understanding of her tribe's politics. 332 Mitchell
claims that Barrett's close friendship with his wife's relatives along with her own
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influence must have assisted the company in their land purchases. 333 Wakefield' s
decision to take E Ware (Jim Crow) from Anaho to join the crew members on the

Tory would have also helped to cement the relationships between the Maori and
· 334
European parties.

A lot has been written about Barrett' s role with the New Zealand Company
since their first encounter in August 1839. There has been some debate concerning
Barrett's qualifications especially in relation to his ability with the Maori language.
Caughey claimed that while Barrett's Maori was good it was not strong enough to
deal with land issues. 335 Patricia Bum' s supported Caughey ' s view saying that
Barrett spoke only pidgin Maori, Bums goes on to say his ignorance of the Maori
language became apparent when the Land Claims Commissioner was investigating
land sales on behalf on the British Government during 1842-43. 336 When asked to
translate to deed between Maori and Port Nicholson and the New Zealand
Company before the Commissioner into Maori Barrett really struggled. The
original English deed contained fifteen hundred words but Barrett' s translation
before the Commissioner was a mere one hundred and sixteen words, which
clearly did not contain all the necessary information that was required for Maori to
be able to make an informed decision .337

While it is difficult to determine whether or not Barrett used his marriage
status to advantage himself or his wife's hapu it is clear that the consequences of
his marriage as well as other whaler's marriages to Maori women played a role in
land purchases between Maori and the New Zealand Company. Because of his
marriage to a high ranking Maori women Barrett was able to gain considerable
influence in her tribe. Barrett's influence and fair dealings amongst Cook Strait
Maori meant that they would have most probably listened to him and maybe even
333
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trusted his advice and intentions when he proposed that they sell their land to
fellow Europeans. Barrett after all was well known and respected by his Maori
family as he a fought alongside them in the wars against Waikato and he had
helped ensure their employment when they relocated to Te Awaiti . Epuni (Te Puni)
and Warepori (Te Wharepouri) who were involved in the land sales between Maori
and the Company at Port Nicholson on September 20, were relatives of Rawinia
and had been amongst Barrett's companions in the Taranaki battles. 338 According
to Edward Wakefield both men were willing to sell their land and after Barrett
fully explained each provision to them, the chiefs engaged in a lengthy discussion
with other Maori before putting their marks on a deed of sale thus selling much of
their tribes land. 339 What exactly Barrett told Epuni and Warepori is impossible to
determine and while Colonel Wakefield repeatedly urged Barrett to fully explain
the details of the land transaction Barrett' s limited knowledge of Maori means that
it would have been impossible for him to do so. 340

When Fredrick Tuckett the principal surveyor for the New Zealand
Company was appointed the responsibility of choosing a site for the projected New
Edinburgh settlement in 1844 he planned to gain help from a European whaler who
had married into a local tribe .341 Tuckett was prohibited from surveying any land
before he purchased it and wanted Ngai Tahu to select their own reserves rather
than the Company having to do this for them .342 Eventually Tuckett selected a site
at Otakou but before he made his final decision he wrote to Colonel Wakefield
telling him he hoped to meet a European called Tommy Chaseland ' who has
married Tiroa's sister (in the event of my own efforts being landed in the absence
of Tiroa), to use his influence to convince Tiroa that we have no desire to take
possession of his land, as he may be instigated to suspect, and truly await an offer
338
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from all the owners of the Land and the permission of his excellency the Governor
to effect the purchase. ' 343 How much of a role if any Chaseland played in
convincing Otago chiefs to sell their land to the New Zealand Company is
impossible to determine. However it is clear that Tuckett believed having
Chaseland onside would benefit his negotiations with local Maori due to his
marriage into the senior ranks of the tribe.

This chapter has shown that some Maori were becoming worried about the
sale of their land and some were even beginning to realise that Europeans had
different ideas about land ownership and usage rights than they did. Another
example of this comes from when the Treaty of Waitangi arrived in the Queen
Charlotte Sounds to be signed, chiefNohorua initially refused to sign. Aware that
his tribe were losing their land Nohorua refused to affix his mark to the Treaty
unless his son-in-law Joseph Thoms also did. Nohorua's reasoning behind his
demand was that if his grand-children were to lose their land, their father would
have to share the blame.344 This shows that Nohorua did not trust the intentions of
Hobson and the Treaty and that he wanted his European son-in-law to share his
responsibility and guilt should his tribe be taken advantage of after the signing.

This chapter has clearly demonstrated that the original establishment of
shore whaling stations at Mahia, Kapiti and Mana Islands, Te Awaiti , Waikouaiti
and Otakou did not depend on intermarriage between European whalers and Maori
women. Investors were able to establish shore whaling stations at each of these
locations without having been involved in relationships with Maori women . Some
of these locations had very few Maori inhabitants when whalers arrived and began
erecting their stations. Whalers in these locations as well as places with larger
Maori populations were able to secure land through payment to local chiefs.
Traditional Maori land rights meant that Maori thought whalers were simply using
their land with their permission. While this may have been the intention of some
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whalers, others clearly thought they owned the land that their shore stations were
on. Many European whalers claimed to have purchased land off Maori in later
years. This chapter has shown that Maori were willing to dispose of their land to
whalers regardless of whether they were related to them through intermarriage or
not. The second part of this chapter showed the role Dicky Barrett played on board
the Tory. With Barrett's assistance the New Zealand Company were successfully
able to purchase land tracts ofland from Maori Chiefs, much of this land belonged
to Barrett's wife, Rawinia's tribe. The New Zealand Company clearly used the
intermarriages between European men and Maori women to their advantage when
trying to purchase land of Maori.
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CONCLUSION
One of the main aims of this thesis was to add to the current scholarly work
based on intermarriage between Maori women and European men in nineteenth
century New Zealand. Focussing on the relationships between Maori women and
European whalers who established some of New Zealand ' s first onshore whaling
stations between 1827 and 1845 this thesis aimed to answer five key questions.
These five questions formed the basis for the thesis and allowed for an interesting
and challenging study which will help to broaden knowledge in a relatively
understudied field. While this thesis will help to answer some questions about the
role and importance of intermarriage within early New Zealand whaling
settlements it will also bring more questions to peoples minds about this popular
and yet understudied practice.

The majority of literature on the role and importance of intermarriage
between indigenous women and European men in settler societies comes from
North America. Within New Zealand there have been few studies which focus
entirely on this social phenomenon. While many New Zealand histories briefly
touch upon the topic of intermarriage between Maori women and European men
few besides Athol Anderson and Angela Wanhalla dedicate their entire research
project to this topic. Therefore this thesis which is completely dedicated to the
topic of intermarriage within early shore whaling stations is able to contribute to
New Zealand ' s understanding of intermarriage.

In order to gain and overall understanding of the role, practice and
importance of intermarriage within shore whaling settlements this thesis focuses on
five geographical locations where whaling was dominant. The Marlborough
Sounds, Kapiti and Mana Islands, Waikouaiti, Otakou and Mahia were the areas
chosen to base this study upon. Each of these areas grew rapidly during the shore
whaling boom of the 1830s. While different quantities of sources were available
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for each area the primary sources available show that intermarriage was popular
and widespread.

The first chapter of this thesis looked at the differing relationships which
developed between Maori women and European men. It showed that although the
marriages which developed between the European men and local women were not
formal and recognised by the laws of the church they were still indeed marriages.
These marriages were taken seriously by the Maori wives and European husbands
as well as others living within the whaling settlements. Many of these marriages
were formalized following the arrival of a missionary to the area.

The establishment of each shore whaling station required certain provisions.
Each station needed boats, harpoons, casks to store oil in as well as food and
women. The allocation of wives by Maori chiefs to European whalers was an
important feature in the preparations for the season. Maori women fulfilled many
roles in and around the stations, they had to collect food , cook, mend clothes and
do washing, as well as care for the sick and injured. If women did not perform her
tasks to the satisfaction of her partner she could simply be replaced, although
sources indicate that Maori women generally lived up to their requirements. There
were various reasons behind whalers choosing to take a Maori wife; these included
the need for a helpmate and protector and to gain easier access to resources .

One intention of this thesis was draw out and show as much as possible
about the role of the Maori wife and her iwi within the relationships they formed
with European whalers. Unfortunately a lack of sources related to the women made
it difficult to make many firm conclusions. However it is clear that both Maori
women and their greater families would have been aware of the economic benefits
of having European whalers amongst them and this was one of the most influential
factors in their decision to allow, encourage and form marriages with foreign
whalers.
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The second chapter of this thesis showed how important the marriages
between European whalers and Maori women were in the formation, running and
survival of early New Zealand shore whaling stations. It is clear that intermarriage
had some influence in the formation of many of the early shore whaling stations.
Intermarriage often allowed easier access to land although some type of
preparation was also required before whalers could establish themselves upon land.
This was especially true in areas where there was a considerable Maori population.
Once a station was established European whalers were helped by their new Maori
relatives and often worked alongside them in the whaling boats. Maori were eager
to see whaling stations expand and often provided land to their European son and
brother in-laws so this could happen.

The second chapter also investigated the nature of the shore whaling
stations. Visitors to the stations and more recently historians emphasized the
negative aspects of whaling stations. Stations were typically described as evil,
drunken and violent settlements, which were without any formal laws. However
the research conducted for this thesis shows that whaling stations were far more
complex societies than this. European whalers were answerable to the headsman
and were also subjected to tikanga Maori at times. Intermarriage also helped to
keep the peace within the whaling stations, with the Maori wives helping to ensure
the smooth running of the stations by taking on the roles of a helpmate,
intermediary and peacekeeper.

The third chapter discussed how missionaries and other European visitors
to the whaling stations viewed the marriages between Maori women and European
men as well as the subsequent children. Primary sources showed that although the
marriages and relationships between European whalers and Maori women were
against the teachings of the church, missionaries generally did not condemn such
unions and were in fact often eager to formalize these marriages after they arrived
in the settlements. Early government officials and other visitors to the shore
whaling stations also reported positively on the interracial marriages they
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encountered. Maori wives were often praised for helping civilize their husbands.
Maori wives were also commended for their tidy appearance and hospitable nature.

Halfcaste children were well treated by their European fathers, Maori
mothers and wider Maori family. The fair treatment of halfcaste children was often
reported by visitors to the stations. Halfcaste children spent the majority of their
time being cared for by their Maori relatives, something which was rarely
criticized by outsiders. Missionaries and early government officials had many
positive things to say about the halfcaste children who they encountered along
New Zealand ' s coastline. Visitors frequently praised halfcaste children for their
beauty and friendly disposition.

The last chapter investigated whether intermarriage affected land purchases
between European whalers and local Maori before going onto discuss whether it
played any role in later land purchases by land agents. The Maori view on land
ownership differed significantly from European practices. While Maori may not
have fully understood what selling their land entailed this thesis shows that they
were willing to allow whalers to use it however they pleased for long periods of
time. Maori chiefs permitted European whalers to use their land in return for
commodities such as iron pots, gun powder and muskets and well as money.
Chiefs wanted to gain as much as they could from Europeans and were willing to
dispose of their land to whalers regardless of whether they were related to them
through marriage or not.

The role Richard "Dicky" Barrett' s played on board the Tory is difficult to
fully understand. It is impossible to determine exactly what his motivations were.

It is also difficult to determine how much the Te Puni and Te Wharepouri
understood about their arrangement to sell land to the New Zealand Company.
What is clear however is that those on the Tory were aware of the benefits of
having an assistant who was married into a Maori family . The New Zealand
Company' s agents along with other land purchasing agents who were normally
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based in Sydney were successful in buying large tracts ofland off Maori often with
the help of European whalers.

During the late 1830s and 1840s some Maori became aware of the
consequences of selling their land. During this time Maori also began to lose the
power they once had over the European whalers. These factors along with the
decline in the numbers of whales culled each season saw significant changes in the
whaling settlements. Eventually many Maori and Europeans moved away from the
original shore whaling stations. Although many of the stations themselves
disappeared in the decades following the 1830s whaling boom the bi-racial
families they produced did not. The descendants of these early marriages between
Maori women and European whalers can still be found through out New Zealand,
often close to where their ancestors once meet.
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